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200 gather on SC green · 
Protesters _slam fee at rally 
The complaining crowd converges on the Student Center 
green. Protesters heard from, many speakers during the one-
hour rally. 
by Rick Brunson and 
Roger Simmons 
Future news 
About 200 studentl:l clashed 
over the proposed athletic fee 
at a protest rally Wednesday 
on the Student Center green. 
Most of the students in the 
crowd voiced vehement op-
ppsition tu the fee, which will 
cost stu<l:ents an additional 
$15 dollars a semester beginn-
ing next fall. However, some 
students did speak out in sup-
port of the fee. 
After workers from the 
Society of Concerned 
Students, the sponsor of the 
rally, distributed protest 
signs and addresses of 
members of the Board of 
Regents, student Sen. Stuart 
James stood on a table and 
addressed the crowd. 
James, chaiJ.:man of the Ac-
tivity and Service Fee com-
mittee, said the athletic pro-
gram has to grow as the 
university grows, but added 
that UCF administrators 
were "over anxious" in their 
attempts to build the football 
program too fast. · 
"I'm not against the 
fee-I'm against 'the increase 
in the fee," James said. But, 
he said, the · proposed fee of 
$15 dollars a semester and 
$1.42 per credit hour is "too 
much of a burden upon the 
students of this university." 
James said "It's too high, too 
fast, too much,'' as the crowd 
immersed him in applause. 
James said he will propose 
an alternative $5 per. 
semester/$1.41 per semester 
hour foe March 22 at the 
Board of Regents meeting in 
Miami. 
After James stepped down, 
student body President Mark 
Geary asked for equal time to 
speak· in support of the fee. 
Geary took to the table-
turned-podium amid boos arid 
hisses. · · 
· Geary urged the fuming 
majority to "think through" 
what they planned to do in op-
posing the fee by writing to 
the BOR. 
"The people who benefit 
from the athletic fee most is 
not tl,le athletics (department) 
or the administrators-it's 
the students," Geary said. 
''The · athletic program will 
give your degree some 
recognition." 
Geary, interrupted 
numerous times by catcalls, 
tried to field questions about 
the fee. Sandy Miller, a com· 
puter science student, asked 
Geary about money transfer· 
red from the par king decal 
fund to the athletics depart-
.ment. Geary responded that 
inter-fee transfers are a com-
mon practice and that the SG 
gives money from its budget 
to fund student loans. 
Geary said the athletic fe~ 
is ''an all or nothing proposi-
tion." He said, "You can 
either bag athletics or ... ," at 
which point a large segment 
of the crowd yelled "Bag it!" 
After e_xhorting the mob to 
think once more about how 
damaging a letter campaign 
could be to UCF's reputation 
with the BOR, Geary stepped 
down and Bryan McMannis 
took his place. 
'McMannis, a member of the 
Traffic and Parking Commit-
tee, said he was tired of park-
ing in the grass so the athletic 
program could prosper. 
"We'll have a damn good 
football team, (as a result of 
the fee) but we still won 't 
have paved parking." 
McMannis said. ''I'd like to 
have a paved parking space." 
After McMannis, student 
Sen. Rob Rotter stood up and 
said he questioned the validi-
ty of the athletic fee and the 
increase in the health center 
fee because there were no 
women on the fee-setting 
committee or the health 
center. During his discourse 
he paused to _take political 
Rally, page 7 
Enrollment capped for next 5 years Projected UCF 
by Jayne Day 
Future news 
The Florida Board of 
Regents has recommended an 
enrollment plan for UCF that 
would restrict the number of 
students entering the univer-
sity over the next five years 
to about 50 per semester. 
Enrollment for 1984-85 is 
expected to be 10,353 .full-
time equivalent students, a 
Trevor Colbourn · 
6.6 percent increase according 
to Dr. John Bolte, associate 
vice president for academic 
affairs. By .1988-89, FTE 
enrollment is expected to be 
10,560, an increase of just 207 
students over five years. 
. The BOR meets annually to 
determine and review admis-
sion quantities for each of the 
nine universities. These deci-
sions are influenced by past 
patterns and the growth of 
demand. 
Each university is required 
to adhere to the conclusions 
of the board. The state uses 
the individual enrollment 
standards to set funding 
levels. 
A university that admits 
beyond its quota may not de-
pend on additional aid. 
Likewise a leaner quota pro-













10,507 - 52 
10,560 - 53 I 
Prop._ 1: a curse or blessing? 
by Elizabeth Perkins 
Future news 
Proposition 1, a proposed 
amendment to the Florida 
State Constitution which 
could have a serious impact 
on the state university 
system, has been put on the 
November 1984 ballot. 
Also known as the Citizen's 
Choice Amendment, Amend· 
mep.t 1 and Prop. 1, it is a 
revenue-capping proposal 
which would roll back limits 
on state re.venue to 1980-81 way the limits could be ex· 
levels. The amendment would ceeded would be by a popular 
take effect in the 1985-86 election, .whereby the elec· 
fiscal year. torate would manda_te in-
Increases in revenue would creases only on a specific 
be held to 2/3 of the Consumer issue and only·for a maximum 
Price Index and increases in of two years. 
taxes which are based on Much of the controversy 
percentages, known as ad over the amendment arises 
valorem taxes, would be over the fact that it is a 
froze~ at 5 percent, regardless revenue-capping measure, not 
of the CPI. a tax cut. The definition of 
Under the amendment, only revenue is a broad one in the 
taxes from new construction amendment. 
would be exempt. The only The drop of revenues to 
1980-81 ' levels would mean 
the state would be facing a 
·budget cut of about 25 per-
cent which, some say is 
equivalent to wiping out the 
state university system. This 
especially has educa t<?is wor-
ried. 
UCF President Trevor Col-
bourn said in an .interview 
with the Future: "I don't 
know how it will effect this 
university. It would be up to 
Prop. 1, page 7 
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Registration schedule announced 
The Office of Academic· Affairs has announced the registra-
tion schedule for the summer semester. On Feb. 13, currently 
enrolled students may pick up their trial/advisement schedules 
and registration appointment times from the department of 
their major. Students should see an adviser during the week 
preceding their appointed registration time. From March 6 to 
April 13 registration will take place in room 148 of the Ad-
ministration Building. All graduates, undergraduates and post 
baccalaureate students will register during this time. Registra-
tion will be closed March 12-16 for spring break. All· fees for 
students completing registration during this period will be due 
April 18. Students who do not pay by this. time will have their 
summer registration canceled. Regular registration will be 
May 3-4 for new students, and classes will begin· May 7. 
Job survey out for '84 grads 
• 
• 
A survey of jobs for sprl.ng 1984 graduates conducted by 
Changing Times magazine is in the placement office in AD 
124. The survey, "101 Companies with Jobs for New College 
Grads," -lists responses from employers looking to hire 
graduates. About 40 percent of the companies said they plan 
to hire the same number of graduates as they did last year, and 
30 percent said they plan to hire more this year. Eighteen per-
cent said they will hire fewer. Graduates most in demand, ac-
cording to the survey, are those with degrees in engineering, 
computer science, accounting and business. 
Looking out, looking in Photo/RonaldMedellln 
In this three-way scene, one can view the Library, the outside of the Administration Building 
and t~e inside offices of the Adminstration building at the same time. 
Kis.singer report to be discussed 
People in the news 
Dr. Robert S. Leiken will present a lecture on "The Kissinger Seven UCF students 
Report and the Future of Central America," at 8 p.m. Wednes- recently participated in a 
day in the Music Rehearsal Hall. Leiken, a senior fellow at the simulated meeting of the 
Georgetown University Center for Strategic and International Organization of American 
Studies, has testified frequently before the House Foreign Af- States at the New College of 
fairs and Senate Foreign Relations Committees. The lecture is · Sarasota. Dudley Wheeler, 
part three of the "Latin America 1984: ' lecture series spon- · John O'Doherty, Susan 
sored by the S & H Foundation Lectureship Program and Arline, Rocky Haag, Luis 
the UCF political science Ci~partment. Aparicio Jr. and Charlene 
H · k · b Carpenter, members of the OnOr SOCiety ta Ing mem ers Inter-American Students 
Association, represented 
various nations in the OAS BOR was presented the 
and presented various · solu- award for her "dedication to 
tions to the problems they higher education." • 
face. 
A member of the Florida 
Board of Regents was one of 
15 people to win a Communi-
ty Recognition Awards at the 
Greater Orlando Chamber of 
Commerce luncheon Feb. 2. 
Betty Anne Staton of the 
People in the news is a col-
umn devoted to the recogni-
tion of awards and 
achievements by UCF 
students, staff and faculty. 
Contributions should be 
typed, double-spaced on a 
60-space line and submitted 
one week before publication. Nomination forms for membership in the Omicron Delta 
Kappa National Leadership Honor Society are available in the · 
Office of Student Affairs, AD 282, or at the Student Center 
main desk. Juniors, · seniors and graduate students who have 
demonstrated leadership in university life and rank 
academically in the upper 35 percent of their college are eligi-
ble to a~ply. The forms must be retu!ned by Wednesday. 
Campus close-up • 
Speaker to lecture on Soviet Jews 
Uri Degen will be speaking about the plight of Jews in the 
Soviet Union at 8:15 p.m., Feb. 23 at the Jewish Community 
Center, 851 N. Maitland Ave., Maitland. Degen, born in Kiev, 
U.S.S.R., graduated from Kiev State University in 1977. He 
applied for and was granted immigration to Israel, along with 
his parents, the same year. Since 1979 Degen has been lectur-
ing on the condition of Soviet Jews all over the world. The pro-
gram is sponsored by the UCF Jewish Student Union. 
Magna Carta on displc;iy at museum. 
The Magna Carta, the charter imposed up~n King John to 
end his infringements on the rights of barons, is on display at 
the Orange County Historical Society, 812 Rollins St., through 
Wednesday. The document, considered to be one of the most 
important in Western history and the cornerstone of law in 
English-speaking countries, is being exhibited under the 
auspices of the Florida Department of State. For more infor-
mation call Jean Yothers at 898-8320. 
Communications seminar 
A seminar about telecommunications will he held Feb. 29 at 
the Harley Hotel in Orlando. The seminar is designed to pro-
vide information bn communciations services in commercial, 
industrial, services and educational fields. Planning, manage· 
ment and design will also be covered. Fee for the one-day 
seminar is $115. The fee includes all breaks, a luncheon and all 
materials. For more information call the UCF College of Ex-
tended Studies at 275-2123. 
Check your peepholes,. everybody 
The University Police department has issued a crime preven-
tion bulletin calling for dorm students to use the peep holes in-
stalled in their room doors and to check the identity of people 
who knock at their doors. The department says the. failure to 




have put Rhode Island Col-
lege among the top 10 chess 
competitors year after year. 
Rhode Island is the only 
school in the country offering 
scholarships to chess whizzes. 
Based on the school's chess 
record, officials think the 
stipends are an excellent gam-
bit. 
New voting districts-Re-
drawing of voting districts 
around the Mississippi State 
University campus will 
minimize the impact of stu-
dent votes by dividing them 
between districts. While 
students and some campus of-
ficals have co:r;nplained about 
discrimination, proponents of 
the plan say that as tran-
sients~ students should not 
have as much impact on local 
votes as permanent residents. 
Day care plan proves un-
popular-Student parents 
condemned a shift from sub-
sidized, student-run child care 
centers to a choose-your-own 
voucher system recently in-
stituted at the University of 
Washington. The UW says 
the new system is more 
equitable. Parents charge 
bids from two student centers 
wre averaged and improperly 
evaluated. 
.. Fraternity increase fire 
protection- After four fires in 
a year at fraternity houses at 
the University of Texas, 
Greeks have stepped up their 
fire protection. Sigma Tau 
Gamma has installed smoke 
detectors and sprinkler 
systems. Other fraternities 
are following suit. 
Students fighting deadly 
insulation-Laugh at death is 
the attitude of students at the 
University of Montevallo in 
Alabama. Af asbestos was 
discovered in the insulation of 
two dorms, students began 
selling T-shirts reading "At 
Montevallo we do 
ASBESTOS we can." Money 
from the sales goes to the 
Residence Hall Association. 
Student laughing across na-
tion-Comedians are hot on 
the nation's campuses now, 
and many are making more on 
college tours than in 
nightclubs. Cqlleges whch can 
no longer afford. big-name 
music acts find they can still 
book top comic talent such as 
David Brenner and Milton 
Berle. 
Planning for the future-A 
Long range outline of courses 
will now be required of Duke 
University students when • 
they declare a major. Duke 
hopes the outline · will help 
students make better course 
selections ·and encourage 
them to take more di verse 
course 'offerings. 
Kissinger underfire at 
USF-A group of University 
of South Florida students and 
faculty members opposed to 
the polices of former 
Secretary of State Hei:u-y 
Kissinger met recently to 
discuss ways to express its 
views when the diplomat 
visits the campus March 13 • 
for a speaking engagement. 
More than 40 students and 
faculty at tended · the first for-
mal meeting of the group. 
• 
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SG attempts to light upAlafaya_ Trail 
by Cindi Milam 
Future news 
A bill has been introduced 
in Student Government that 
would provide funding for 45 
streetlights to be put up on 
Alafaya Trail. Sen. Rob Rot· 
ter, introducer of the bill, said 
the streetlights would run 
from the south, entrance of 
UCF to Stateroad 50. 
According to Rotter, there 
are several hazards related to 
Alafaya Trail, many of which 
could be alleviated through 
the inst&llation of 
streetlights. 
"The road is .pitch black 
when there's no traffic," Rot· 
ter said. 
Another problem connected 
with the trail is the bikepath 
running along the road. Rot-
ter says the bikepath is in 
disrepair, with numerous 
cracks and holes, creating a 
hazard to students who ride 
bicycles and jog along the 
path. 
Students who use the path 
at night run the risk of being 
robbed, raped or injured, Rot· 
ter added. 
The bill, to be considered by 
the senate over the next few 
. . 
:weeks, asks for $1,000 in fun· 
ding this year. Rotter said the 
$1,000 would cover ~osts of 
about $235 a month for 
streetlights until June. 
According to Studen~ 
Government Accountant Ash 
Meyers, Florida Power Cor-
poration would handle the 
project. The FPC has said 
they will handle the project if 
UCF will make a five-year 
contract With them for fun-
ding. Meyers said there will 
be no instillation charge and 
the lights would be placed on 
existing poles. 
Another requirement of the 
bill is that Student Govern-
ment support the project for 
the next five years to the tune 
of $3,000 a year. According to 
Rotter, · this figure would 
represent about a 4 percent 
increase in the present 
utilities budget. 
''We have money; we can 
· handle $3,000 a year," Rotter 
said. 
UCF administrators and 
others related to the project 
financially have. questioned 
Student Government's posi-
tion in the installation ·and 
funding of stree~lights on 
county property. 
''The county will not pay 
for it," Meyers said; 
The bill also states that all 
property owners adjacent to 
Alafaya Trail would be re-
quired to pay a special tax if 
they - wanted streetlighting 
along the road. 
Although the land is not 
property of UCF, Rotter said 
the preject would "benefit all 
students, particularly even-
ing students who are often ig-
nored." 
"It's such a simple solu-
tion'' to the problem, Rotter 
said. 
Bomb scare empties. Engin,ering Buildi·ng 
by Roger Simmons and 
Joe Jervis 
. about'11:55 a.m. According to 
an eyewitness, UCF police of-
ficer Douglas Brown went on 
the fourth floor of the 
building, checked the 
restrooms, and pulled a fire 
alarm which started the 
evacuation. 
and finally to the sidewalks by the caller, Seacrist an-
which surround the building. · nounced that all was clear and 
Future news 
The Engineering Building 
was evacuated Friday after-
noon following a call to the 
university that a bomb had 
been placed in the facility and 
would explode at 12:30 p.m. 
UCF Police Chief Ron 
Seacrist said that the caller 
phoned the vice presidents ' 
suite in the Administration 
Building shortly before noon 
warning that a bomb was set 
to explode between 12:30 and 
1 p.m. in the building. 
University police evacuated 
students from the building at 
.Instructors, following 
evacuation procedures, 
cleared their classes and 
laboratories and waited at the 
perimeter established by the 
police. Initially students and 
faculty huddled around the 
building's entrance. 
_ After officerS' with the 
Orange County ·Fire Depart-
ment arrived, students and 
faculty were pushed back 
about 30 feet, then 100 feet, 
~~ 
5~~lCKEL BWJ\S _5_~ 
Thursday Night · 
"College Night" 
FEATURING · 
e 15 q;;Beer 9:00-1 O:OOP .M. 
50:¢ Joratt s· 1 .. oo· Drinks all Night 
The walkway between the 
Engineering Building and the 
Library was closed c9mplete-
· 1y by the firemen, since it is 
fairly close to the building. 
Students on their way to 
classes were caught off guard 
by the bomb scare and were 
rerouted by police away from 
the building. "We've got a 
problem inside the Engineer-
ing Building. We need you to 
stay back," a police officer 
told inquirers. 
UCF police searched the 
building and found no ex-
plosive devise. At 1:33 p.m., 
with no bomb found, and no 
explosiqn ~t the time stated 
Premier state-of-the art video system with the 
best top 40 video music . -431 5 N. orang~ Blossom Tr., 
• Tast_eful Grooming Required 1f4 Mile South of Lee Rd. 
, No T-shirts or torn j_eans) · Yqu Must Be 19-Valid State 1.0. Requireo: 
reopened the building. 
Seacrist said that it . is 
departmental policy to 
evacuate an area whenever a 
bomb threat is received. 
Students waiting to get l. 
back into the building' r 
speculated that the threat' 
was probably made by a stu-
dent who had a test in the 
Engineering Building that 
day. 
The evacuation was the se-
cond one of a UCF building in 
as many weeks. On Jan. 24, 
the Library was evacuated 
after smoke alarms went off Firefighter warns student 
about going near building in the basement of the 
building by gasoline fumes. during ·bomb scare. . 
YOU are welcome at the First 
Baptist Church Of Oviedo · 
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF 
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL 




8:30 am, 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm 
College & Career· Bible Study 
9:45am 




(next to Jewelry Store) 
Corner Gold~nrod & University Blvd. 
Hours: 
Mon.&Frt 9-6 




ASK ABOUT @REDtq:.N® 'S NEW 
CLINICAL RESPONSE 
Coming Soon . 
- PUZZLE-
POTATO SKINS & NACHOS 
Can you find the names of all the area's 
restaurants that serve great potato skins 
and nachos? The names may read 
. forward, backward, up, down or diagonally. 
We have started you ·off by circling 
KELL Y'S. Answers on pag.e 
0 M D w 0 R H L L 
G M D D w T A L T 
G M R E N R y A 
B (K E' L L y s) M s 
N R s A T A w c N 
E 0 E G 0 p H N E 
G w u. F E B u T N . 
E I 0 N . 0 D R H R 
H u A L R T c E H 
K u M 0 L E p u ,B 
CLUES: Bennigan's, Brown Derby, Chi Chi's, Kel ly's, 
Houlihan's, Norton's, Sweeney's, TGIFriday 's. 
Calling All Canadian 
... and Mexican 
... and Japanese 




We are seeking lnternatlona.1 Students 
from the countries listed above to work In 
World Showcase at EPCOT Center. 
Jobs are available In our Cultural Repre-
sentatives Program lri Restaurants, 
merchandise shops and attractions. Pay 
ls $4.30 per hour,somewhat less for tipped 
positions. No management positions are 
available and students need to have 
completed their studies In the U.S. at the 
conclusion of- the program. 
Spend a year representing your country 
at EPCOT Center! Apply In person or 
write to: . 
Walt Disney World Co. College Relations 1-6 
Professional Staffing Office 
P.O. Box 40 
Lake Buena Vista, Florida 32830 
wan; IV)isney w;hi: 
An Equal Opportunity Employt. ~ 
Gteek housing approved 
by Valerie Wardell 
Contributing writer 
·Gov. Bob Graham gave 
UCF the green light Jan. 17 
to begin construction of the 
Greek Park housing project. 
Construction on the project is 
expected to begin March 1. 
Anne Broughton-Kerr, 
spokeswoman for the Greek 
Park housing committee said 
the governor's final approval 
was needed before . construc-
tion on the project could 
begin. 
The Greek Park will be 
located on a 20-acre site on 
the northwest side of the cam-
pus. The park will hold 21 
fraternity and sorority 
houses. Each house should 
take five to six months to 
complete at a minimum c~st 
of $100,000 per building. 
Zeta Tau Alpha's house is 
the first building scheduled 
for construction. Houses for 
Sigma Chi and Lambda Chi 
Alpha will be constructed 
next. 
Each fraternity or sorority 
is responsible for the functing 
of its house. Many of the 
Greek clubs have been 
holding fund-raising events to 
help with the initial invest-
ment. Students' rent in the 
houses will go toward house modate 20 to 40 students and 
payments. Broughton-Kerr all house~ will be equipped for 
said rent in the houses will the handicapped. 
probably be comparable to B.rou?hton-K~rr said ~he 
what students pay in the cam- proJect s goal is to provide 
pus dormitories. "home-like" conditions in the 




. Par~ (/ -
Invest in the future 
of America. ,,, 
The kids of today are the doctors, the : 
engineers, the journalists, the scientists, the 
teachers of tomorrow. . 
Only with your help can they t 
be assured of a first-rate college : · 
education because today 
colleges are having a hard 
time coping with the high costs 
of learning. 
Invest in the future of America. 
And watch your investment 
grow. 
Give to the college of your choice. 
'COUNCIL FOR FINANCIAL AID TO EDUCATION INC ~!;""' A PUBtlC SERVICE OF THIS "IEWSPAPER 
680 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK. NY 10019 mll:. ~ AND THE AO\IERTISING COUNCIL 
~············ ~;···········••' 
I · Need roommates? But don't know where to find them? . . Want to save time and telephone calls? 
l Real Estate One manages one,two,and three bedroom apartments within one mile 
.! ... 
REAL ESTATE ONE 
COMMEP.OAL. 
INC. 
of the University of Central Florida 
•• 
Alafaya Woods Court duplexes 
Pinetree Manor on Khayyam Avenue 
Townhouses on Khayyam Avenue 
Newly Renovated UCF' Townhouses 
Cambridge Circle . 
Many other properties in Central Florida REAL ESTATE ONE 
COMMERCIAL,INC. REALTORS 
IPROPERTY MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
Free Roommate Referral Service for prospective renters in the UCF area! 
Whatever your housing needs, chances or we have it. 
Call Jan Robison at 273-0WC 
· - No fee!!! 
·c-++++~+++++++•+•++++••++++++ ........... XMk~ .. :~~-.: ........ ..++++--, 
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Senate notebook 
Resolution Calls 
for reduCed fee 
by Cindi Milam 
Future news 
The UCF Student Senate 
passed a resolution, Proposi-
tion UCF, by acclamation 
Tuesday recommending that 
the recently set athletic fee be 
reevaluated and reduced. The 
resolution also asks that 
the.re be no increase in next 
year's Activity and Service 
Fee or health fee. 
Sen. Rob Rotter said, "Let 
them find other ways to pay 
off their deficit." Sen. Stuart 
James said he was not oppos-
ed to an athletic fee but that 
an increase of $15 a semester 
is unreasonable right now. 
Proposition UCF also calls · 
for a petition drive to collect' 
• at least 1,000 signatures 
against the increase. The peti-
tion will be presented to UCF 
President Trevor Colbourn by · 
Feb. 28. 
•A bill was passed by the 
senate amending the Student 
Government finance code. 
The legislation will require 
that all equipment purchased 
with Activity and Service Fee 
money for any organization 
be identified with a numbered 
title plate. The organizations 
will also be required to record 
and identify the equipment or 
material_s with SG. Any 
organization that does not 
comply with the new re-
quirements will have its ASF 
budget frozen until the equip-
ment is repaired or replaced. 
•A bill was passed amen-
ding the rules and procedures 
of Student Government to 
allow for a student forum ses-
sion at weekly. senate 
meetings. The bill will allow 
up ' to three non-senator, 
university students per 
meeting to speak for up to 
three minutes. Sen. John 
Sowinski, introducer of the 
bill, said the senate plans to 
advertise the new procedure 
so interested students will 
take advantage of it. 
•The senate passed a 
resolution asking the UCF 
Housing Office to change cer-
tain requirements concerning 
hous'ing deposits for fall 1984 . . 
The legislation suggests that 
the Housing Office adopt a 
plan by which students can 
pay the $100 prepayment in 
two $50 installments. A sug-
gestion is also made that 
students be allowed to defer 
the payment if receiving 
financial aid. Senate Pro Tem-
pore Cindy Spraker said, ''I 
definately think (the deposit) 
should be deferrable." 
•A resolution was passed 
asking that future policies 
concerning the meal plan for 
UCF students be modified. 
Presently, the students can 
Police beat 
USFL athletic equipment missing 
Editors' note-Beginning 
this issue, the Future is ad-
ding a new feature, the 
Police Beat, to its format. 
. DOn Feb. 4 a UCF stu- · 
dent reported to the· police 
department that she was 
the victim of a sexual bat-
tery in a .dorm. The suspect 
eat only one meal during each 
eating period with their meal 
cards. The resolution asks 
that more than one meal for 
each eating period be allowed 
in future .meal plan contracts. 
•Former Executive Ad-
viser to the Student Body . 
President, Debbie Munt-
wyler, was congratulated by 
the senate for her work as ex-
ecutive adviser though. a 
resolution passed Tuesday. 
Muntwyler was granted the 
honorary title of "Excep-
tional Executive Adviser." . 
eThe senate passed a bill 
allocating $554 to the · In-
stitute of Electrical and Elec-
tronic Engineers Society for 
the establi_shment of a com-
puter program library. 
. • Student body President 
Mark Geary's appointment of 
Dennis Lasley to senate 
business seat 5 was appr.oved 
by the senate. 
•Dan Strachan was ap-
proved as a member of the 
Elections-Commission. 
arrested in the case was 
not a UCF student. 
Michael Wayne Cooper, 23, 
of 12126 Diogenes Ct., 
Orlando, was charged with 
sexual battery by UCF 
police and transported to 
the Orange County Jail 
where bond was set at 
$2,500. 
DOn Jan. 31, the New 
Jersey Generals football 
team head trainer reported 
the theft of approximately 
$278 worth of athletic 
equipment. The items were 
removed sometime the 
night before from a storage 
closet in the Athletic 
Building. 
DON'T SLEEP ON ·THE FLOOR 
Waterbeds Innerspring 
Mattress Sets 
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~ Tuesday, February 14, TRUTH will be in Concert at UCF in 
§ the Student Center Auditorium at 7:30. TRUTH is a 19 member contemporary i gqspel group known around the world for its high energy performances 
! and musical excellence. You won't want to miss this concert, so buy your ticket now. Tickets cost $5.00 and are available at the Student· Center and bookstore at UCF and at Christian bookstores throughout 
L the Orlando area. The cost will be $6·00at the door. The Concert . is sponsored by Baptist Campus Ministry. · , tq'.<Q>~tqw.Q>IQ>rq...q.<Q>~~t.Q'>--Q><Q>~~<Q>~<Q><Q'>f.Q'>~<.O'>~~ 
SCIENCE . AND ENGINEERING MAJORS 
If .YOU ·have 2 br 3 years remai·ning and meet the criteria below 
. you may be eligible for an AIR FORCE ROTC SCHOLARSHIP! 
2 YEAR 
• 2.5 Cum GPA 
• 1 year of calculus with 
e. ·c11 or better 
• 1 year of physics with 
a •c• or better 
3 YEAR 
• 3.Q Cum GPA 
• 1 year of .math with 
a ·c· or better 
• 1;1t least 1 term of calculus 
Air Foree · ROTC Seholarships pa~ for tuitiQn, 
books, fees plus a $JOI) monthl~ allowanee . . 
For more information con,act: 
Capt . . Mark Co.yne 
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Students carry placards protesting the athletic fee while Bryan McMannis complains about 
inadequate parking and high fees. 
A swelling crowd of 200 students presses in to engage in heated debate over the athletic fee. 
University police patroled the area while the students met . 
. Photos by Pam Gimson 
and Tim Barto 
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While addressing the mob of livid students, student body 
President Mm:k Geary takes an unpopular stand supporting 
the athletic fee . 
. Dissent on 
the green 
In typical Ed Jarvis tax-fighting style, Bob Fisher tells the crowd that "We're not going to 
take it anymore!" 
• 
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Rally------------------------------------- from page 11 
jabs at Geary saying, "If 
Mark Geary was a true stu-
dent body president he would 
·call for a referendum" on the 
athletic fee. 
Support for the fee was 
voiced by Kevin Reis, a UCF 
graduate in 1977. Reis said he 
is in the work force and 
recognizes the need for 
students to have a r~cognized 
degree. Dressed in a U CF 
sweater, tie and with a Alum-
ni Association pin pegged to 
his collar, Reis said, "I would 
just like to see the students 
and alumni get behind the 
university." 
Reis, also a graduate of 
Florida State University, said 
the parking problem was not 
common to UCF. "You can go 
to any college in the United 
States and find a parking pro-
blem," Reis said. 
Other students were invited 
to voice their opinions. Most 
of them spoke against the fee. 
Student Bob Fisher said, "I 
pay my money to go to 
school, not to support a losing 
football team." He continued, 
saying, "I think it's time that 
we say 'Hey, you can shove it! 
We're not going to take it any 
-
more! ·We want a homemade sign to the rally 
referendum.''' 
Standing in the crowd, Bar-
bara Davis, of . biological 
sciences, told the Future she 
was protesting the fee 
because her department is 
underfunded. ''Our professors 
don't even have the money to 
use Xerox machines," she 
said. Davis brought her own 
which read "Alumni wants 
the jocks, let them pay. Give 
more money to the red-headed 
step -chi Id-bi o 1ogica1 
sciences." 
After about an hour, the 
crowd drifted a way and the 
rally came to a close with 
students circulating petitions 
against the fee. 
Prop. 1---------------,------------------------from.page 1 
Tallahassee to decide what 
kind of university system 
would be possible should 
Amendment One be approv-
ed. There wouldn't be nine 
state universities.'' 
Another provision in the. 
amendment is that since 
gifts, donations and tuition 
all fall under revenue, these 
would be limited also. 
"That's what makes it so 
restrictive," said Colbourn, 
."There is no way out for a 
university. The same would 
·be true in terms of a heavy ef-
fort to raise additional funds 
from the private sector. The 
reduc;tion would appear to be 
fa_irly absolute." 
Colbourn added, ''These 
figures are so dramatic that 
there is a natural tendency to 
think of these as scare tactics; 
that they can't be real, and I 
· hope they are not. But I can't 
find any reason yet to argue 
that this is riot a likely 
scenario." 
many 1tylea 
1traight & boot 
ae11gner pocket• 
veluea 1.o ... $II. 
$8- $10 ' 
Proponents of Amendment 
One see it differently. It is. 
supported by several groups 
including Central Floridians 
for Tax Relief and the Liber-
tarian Party. The groups col-
lected the necessary 300,000 
signatures to qualify for 
placement on the ballot. 
Co-author of the amend-
ment, Ed Havill, also a Lake 
·county property appraiser, 
said at the symposium of the 
Center for State and Local · 
Government at UCF last 
August, that "Proposition 1 
would take away the blank 
check from government." 
Concerning possible cut s in 
education, Havill said, ''We 
want quality education, but I 
don't think money can solve 
the education problem in 
Florida. We are currently 
spending $2,600 to $2, 700 per 
student. ·Florida is the sixth 
highest in dollars spent per 
pupil." 
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in revenue was not in propor-
tion to the population growth. 
"In 1978 to 1981, revenue 
from sales tax was up 69 per-
cent while the population in-
creased by 10 percent," 
Havill said. 
· The UCF Student Senate 
has jumped into the battle .by 
sending a resolution stating 
its opposition ~o Amendment 
1. The senate will also cir-
culate a petition university-
wide so that students can 
·voice their opinions. 
Geary said· students can 
make a difference in the out-
come of the election. 
"There are over 130,000 
students in the state universi-
ty system, and only 2 million 
registered voters in the entire 
state. There is a very good 
chance of making a definite 
impact.'' 
Geary said the key to 
defeating Proposition 1 is to 
make students aware of the 
detrimental effect of it on all 
universities and how it would 
In addition to the petition, affect them. 
the senate promoted a voter 
registration drive to enable Colbourn said of the effort 
students to vote on the issue. of the student senate, "I 
UCF student body Presi- think it is in the best interest 
dent Mark Geary said that if of all students in Florida to 
the amendment passes it educate themselves about 
would "drastically hurt the what the measure would do. 
state university system, and Students have a tremendous-
the access of all Florida ly large stake in this because 
students to higher education. . of its potential consequences 
would be damaged." · for· opportunity to get an 
WINA 
education and frankly to get a 
job. 
Opponents of Proposition 1 
say that Florida is already a 
"tax haven." They po~nt out 
that Florida ranks 42nd 
among states on tax dollars-
per-resident collected by state 
and local government and 
_Florida has no state income 
tax. 
Supporters of the amend-
ment hope it would put-
citizens in control of state 
spending. "Proposition One is 
aimed at cutting the fat out of 
government and telling the 
government that every cent 
in my pocket doesn't 
necessarily belong to you 
unless both of us agree,'' 
Havill was quoted in The 
Orlando Sentinel. Havill also 
said that Proposition 1 will 
motivate public officials to 
try harder ·and make them 
more responsible. 
e'RU1S& 
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Panelists tackle 'victimless crimes' 
by Wayne Starr 
Future news 
A minister, an Orange 
County commissioner, a 
defense attorney and a pro-
secuting attorney spoke 
predictably along occupa-
tional lines at a ''victimless'' 
crime panel discussion 
Wednesday night in the 
University Dining Room. 
Each speaker stated their 
positions on the topics of 
marijuana, sex between un-
married consenting adults, 
pornography and prostitu-
tion, before fielding questions 
from a crowd o.f about 200. 
Speaking first, the Rev. Hal 
Burke, of the UCF Baptist 
Campus Ministry, emphasiz-
ed that as he was not trained 
as a lawyer or politician, he 
would take a "Biblical 
stance-not to push religion 
on anybody, but as a stan-
dard of excellence I believe 
has been proveri over the 
years." 
Burke· indicated he was 
''aware of the conflicting 
reports on the harmful effects 
of marijuana, but the Bible 
teaches us that our bodies are 
created by God as temples, 
and it follows that we sl:ould 
refrain from subjecting them 
to even possible harmful ef-
fects." 
From a biblical point of 
view Burke also opposes the 
three sexually related vices, 
saying they are a ''negative 
influence on both women and 
men.'' He believes the legal 
system is the proper 
mechanism in which to "pro-
tect society as a whole. 
"If what I participate in 
negatively affects or damages· 
you, then I believe there 
should be state involvement,'' 
Burke concluded in his open-
ing remarks. 
· Next up was Orange Coun-
ty Commissioner Hal 
Marston, who said "there is 
no such thing as a victimless 
crime.'' In all four instances, 
Marston said, "the person 
either suffers psychologically 
or physically.'' 
As an example, Marston 
pointed out that one in five 
drivers on the road is under 
the influence of some kind of 
mind-altering 
substance-either drugs or 
alcohol. 
And while he believes 
"everyone should be able to 
read whatever they want," he 
says that before he took office 
in 1981, he did not feel com-
© 1984 SEAGRAM DISTlllERS CO N Y N Y M1ERICAN WHISKEY ·A BLEND 
80 PROOF ' SEVEN UP" AND "7 UP" ARE TRADEMARKS OF THE SEVEN UP COMPANY. 
fortable driving with his Wilson also claims that pro-
children in certain parts of stitution's illegality has 
town where adult bookstores reciprocal effects, in the form 
flourished. He noted with of increased violence. "I've 
pride that currently th~re are never heard of a case where a 
only .two adult bookstores in customer of a massage parlor 
the county, as opposed to 19 has been mugged," Wilson 
three years ago. He believes said. It's when the law closes 
strict enforcement of all cur- up the indoor sex venues and 
rently existing laws are need- forces the prostitutes out on 
ed to restriCt these activities the streets that violent crime 
as much as possible. increases," he said. 
Richard Wilson, an Orlando ''You have hookers stan-
defense attorney who fre- ding on the corner luring men 
quently represents drug. behind bushes where their 
dealers, prostitutes and adult pimp is waiting with a le~d 
e n t e r t a i n m e n t pipe," Wilson said. 
establishments, was the only Assistant State Attorney 
speaker not dressed in a suit David Glicken was glad to 
and tie, and also the only follow Wilson, being that he 
speaker to evoke a chuckle prosecutes "a lot of Dick's 
from the crowd. Upon being clients." 
introduced, Wilson guess.ed Glicken kept his comments 
that he was the most qualified short and sweet, abstaining 
speaker in the bunch, being from inserting his personal 
the only one to freely admit to views. His job is to represent 
personal involvement in all the people of Florida by enfor-
four "crimes." cing the statutes on the 
"The only problem with books, Glicken said. "Arrests 
prostitution is that it is il- are made, and I, as pro-
legal," Wilson said. "Because secutor, have a duty to pro-
it is , illegal, it is beyond . secute. It's that simple. If 
regulation. These women are people don't like the law they 
making $50,000-$100,000 a can vote out the lawmakers 
year tax free. That's the part who made those laws and put 
that offends me," Wilson in somebody who'll . change 





by Carey J asa 
Future news 
Two UCF faculty members 
filed suits in January against 
the university claiming sex 
discrimination in salaries and 
promotions. 
Dr. Ruth E. Weidenheimer, 
a professor in the College of 
Education, wants the univer-
sity to compensate for salary 
and promotional discrimina-
tion. She was out of town at 
Future press time, and her 
lawyer, Harry Lam~. could 
not be reached for comment. 
Mary J. Palmer, an 
associate professor in the Col-
lege of Education, is seeking 
money in a class-action suit 
from the state university 
system. She has filed her suit 
on the behalf of over 500 
female employees in the state 
university system. In her suit 
she is also seeking back pay 
for the last six years. 
Palmer's lawyer, Hugh 
Palmer, said that the suit was 
phrased broadly so options 
are not limited. No trial date 
has been set yet. "The other 
side (the SUS) has not even 
responded yet," he said . 
.A university-wide pay scale 
was adopted in 1976 after a 
study showed that ad-
justments needed to be made. 
Dr. Daniel Coleman, director 
of Institutional Research, 
said that while the pay scale 
is university-wide, the pay 
philosophy of each college 
within the university may dif-
fer. Also, Coleman said that 
raises are given in steps. 
·''An increase has to be in 
the step system. Either $3.75 
or $4.50, not $4 would be 
given," Coleman said. . 
For example, some colleges 
give credit in years of ex-
perience to incoming faculty 
and others do not. This means 
that' some first year faculty 
will begin on a higher step so 
they would receive larger 
salaries from the start and 
their increases would remain 
above other employees 
because of the step system. 
Ashmun Brown, UCF at-
torney, declined to comment 
on . the case saying that the 
State Attorney General's Of-
fice is handling it. However, 
Brown did say that should 
the women win the suits, the 
SUS has state funds set aside 
to cover damages the state 
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Sussex Place offers you East Orlando's very 
best home ownership opportunity! Our 2 and 
3 bedroom townhome villas feature spacious 
designs, a long list of popular stander 
features and outstanding value backed by 
Central Florida's leading new home builder: 
And it's all in a great location close to UCF, 
Westinghouse, shopping centers, schools, 
banks, entertainment and houses of wors~ip. 
Sparkling beaches ore an easy drive and fast 
acces.s to the East-West Expres.sway makes 
all of Central Florida convenient to you. 
MOVE UP TO THE 
AFFORDABLE 
TOWNHOMES OF ~l ~ 
SUSSEX PLACE! 
Own the new home you want-at a remarkably affordable 
price with low monthly finaocing tailored for you! 
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A LOOK AT 
THE ISSUES 
OF THE DAY 
Opinion 
-
Desegregation gets no 
help from Chavez and Co. 
Florida universities are getting mixed messages from 
federal agencies on how it should attack the problem of 
low black enrolhnent in higher education. 
In March of 1983, U.S. District Judge John Pratt 
ordered nine states including Florida to increase its black 
enrollment to 8.7 percent by the fall of 1985. UCE's black 
enrollment last year was 4 percent. 
If UCF and the other Florida universities fail to meet 
its goal by the deadline, Judge Pratt said it could re.sult 
in a federal lawsuit for failure to attract more blacks to 
pub1;ic universities or the loss of federal funds for higher 
education in Florida. · 
On the·other hand, Linda Chavez, the new staff director 
of the U.S: Commission on Civil ~ights, told the 
Washington Post in January that the blacks' major pro-
blems, including low educational attainqient, can no 
longer be solved by civil rights laws and affirmative ac-
tion guotas. 
So far, the only suggestion the staff director has given . 
to the commission in regards to desgregating colleges 
and universities is that it should look at successful ex-
amples of schools that have already achieved desegrega-
tion. 
This philosophy is an alarming departure from the ag-
gressive black advocacy role the commission has taken in 
the last 20 years to end racial iii.equality. Mrs. Chavez 
and her conservative, Reaganite commission threaten to 
lose precious ground.already won_ by, blacks by changing 
the focus from the more widespead problems of black ine-
quality iri. educat.ion to the smaller problem of reverse 
discrimination. 
Meanwhile, UPF is still under orders to double its black 
enrollment by next year. . 
The only way this or any other university is going to 
achieve desegregation is to aggressively recruit blacks. 
Special minority scholarships, plenty of resident housing 
and pre-enrollment counseling are essential to making 
this university attractive to minorities. UCF· has begun 
to implement ·a host of programs aimed at drawing and 
retaining black students. Slowly and steadily, the 
number of black students that attend this institution is 
increasing. 
The civil rights commission and Mrs. Chavez can daw-
dle around 1n their new approach to monitoring racial ine-
qualities in education; UCF and the Florida universities 
will just have to. rely on their own wisdom to c;ontinue the 
fight against segregation. 
Julie D. Norris 
Editor in Chief 
Examinations are fonitidable -even to the best prepared, · 
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norllla .goethe 
CLASS fights unwanted callers 
It had to happen, of course, 
sooner or later. Someone 
would come to the aid of the 
harried common man in his 
frustrating struggle with the 
faceless world of telephone 
solicitation. 
Southern Bell has 
developed a new technology 
to allow its subscribers to 
prescreen all incoming calls, 
accepting the ones from 
friends and relatives and 
blocking out calls from 
salesmen. It can greet 
obscene or annoying calls 
with a harshly recorded 
mef:!.sage. 
Known as CLASS, acronym 
for Custom Local A~ea 
Subscriber Services, it should 
be operational in the Orlando 
area this summer. 
As I see it, this is how 
CLASS will work. During din-
ner, t he prime t ime for 
telephone sa les men, my 
phone will ·ring and I'll gulp 
my last mouthful to answer. 
"Hello, Mrs. Goethe," says a 
super-animat~d voice, "this is 
K.ay Highpressure. '·' She 
mispronounces my name, but 
this is not difficult to do. 
"Do you own your own 
home?" she inquires sweetly. 
·since I know what is coming 
.next, I answer in the negative 
and we hang up amicably. 
Then I punch in a code, 
although I am not sure just 
where yet, and a computer is 
informed to block further 
calls from that number. So 
f~r, so good. 
On subsequent nights, I 
assiduously follow the same 
routine on calls received from 
solicitors from the local 
cemetary, a time:share ~ondo, 
a, photograph studio offering 
a free 8 by 10 portrait of 
anyone in my family, a hot 
tub firm, · a company that 
wants to asphalt my 
driveway and The Orlando 
Sentinel. I am beginning to 
see some problems here. Ob-
viously few, if any, of these 
sales pitches originate from 
the same phone, and future 
·calls would probably co_me 
from other numbers. 
In a Jan. 28 editorial in To-
day, the writer praises the 
system as a ''godsend for 
helping to curb obscene calls" 
and . I agree-if the obscene 
callers are calling from their 
homes. But what if a drunk 
calls in the wee hours one 
morning, from a streetside 
·pay phone just for the 
pleasure of breathing deeply 
in my ear for a few seconds? 
OK, so I give ·him the wham-
.my of the recorded message. 
A week, or . maybe a month . 
later, my daughter just might 
Goethe, page 11 
michael griffin 
Cun ~ontrol: protection from zani~s 
Thomas Provenzano sits in the Orange 
·County jail after wreaking havoc at our our 
courthouse and many of us still refuse to 
leam from the lesson that those like him 
teach. 
Guns, particularly handguns and 
semiautomatic assault rifles, are far too easy 
to get in our American society. The mere fact 
·that a person can walk into a gun shop and 
buy the weapons Provenzano used to kill one 
person and permanently maim two others is 
proof of that contention. With the courthouse 
' tragedy over and countless . thousands 
waiting to .happen, the time for debate has 
ended. 
We need to do something about these 
assault weapons. 
Everything from cheap handguns to UZI 
semiautomatics to sawed-off shotgun:s are for 
sale if the price is right. That fact is certainly 
no hallmark of freedom for a nation as great 
as our s. The only thing t hese weapons are 
good for is killing other people and that 
should be enough in any sane mi~d to 
necessitate their abolishment. 
No one is talking about taking away your 
right to hunt, just your opportunity to walk 
into a courthouse and kill people. I want to 
prevent you from obtaining weapons that will 
make it easier for you· to kill me. It is a matter 
of survival--pure and simple. 
We should do away with these weapons and 
destroy the system that breeds the peddlers 
of death that some gunshops have become. 
The Florida Legislature will soon be consider-
i~g a bill that would make a bartender respon-
sible for damages done by a drunk driver he 
served. Maybe these prohibitionist 
legislators ought to consider making the man 
who sold Provenzano his "legal" sawed-off 
shotgun responsible for his actions. 
We need to stop the madness of a too-free 
society. Governments aren't just supposed to 
protect their citizens from oppression, they 
are supposed to protect us from each other. 
.A ban on these barbaric weapons, along 
with a t4ree week waiting period for all guns, 
. would be a step towards accomplishing t hat. 
Mike Griffin, ajournalism major, is a biweek-
ly columnist for the Future. 
• 
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.Frolll our readers 
Marine pullout could result in renewed Syrian-Israeli fighting 
Editor: 
Ka-blam! The explosion 
hits the Marine bunker and 
throws a 17-year-old kid 80 
feet. When his buddies finally 
reach him, he is dead. Did this 
young man from anytown 
USA have his brains blown 
out in vain? Many people in-
cluding prominent politicians 
on each side of the political 
spectrum think so. ~ven 
Ronald Reagan seems to 
wince every time a reporter 
brings up the subject of 
American Marines in 
Lebanon. This unique en-
campment of American 
troops is the blight on an 
otherwise perfect foreign 
policy record. 
If Reagan withdraws the 
Marines, I see two outcomes, 
both pessimistic. First, the 
absence of the multinational 
peacekeepjng force will create 
a vacuum in which the 
bacteria like spirit of frac- · 
tricide could flourish. Pro-
bably 100,000 people would 
die in six months. Secondly, 
the renewal of complete anar-
chy in Lebanon will mean that 
Syria and Israel once again 
could fight over this vital 
country. When, and if Israel 
and Syria go at it again, this 
conflict could have direct im-
plications for the USA and 
the USSR. 
For instance, the Soviets 
have introduced a weapon in-
to this tinderbox arena which 
could alter the outcome of any 
future conflict, that is, bet-
ween Israel and Syria. It is 
~he SAM-5. This missile ~as 
originally designed in the ear-
Jeanellen Pfingsten/Future 
ly 1960s to be used against 
high flying American 
bombers. It has an over-the-
horizon range of 150 miles, 
plus it can achieve a height of . 
over 15 miles. Also, in giving 
this weapon to Syria, the 
Soviets have become a factor 
by manning the missiles. 
Over 3,000 Russians are sit-
ting at the consoles of t,he&.e 
missiles. If a Syrian-Israeli 
fight ensued, it is ·reasonable 
that some of Ivan's troops 
will join the czars in eternal 
bliss. 
Israel also has a spade up 
its sleeve, atomic weaponry. 
The clash of these two Middle 
Eastern military giants could 
precipitate a superpower con-. 
flict, by which the valley of 
Megiddo would receive its 
prominence, so aptly describ-
ed in the book of Revelation. 
~ 
: Reagan should hang tough, 
if the above events are to be 
avoided. However, there is a 
"wimp-glut" which has 
hindered the operation of 
American P.ower ever since 
this nation quit in Vietnam. 
My fellow students, beware of 
these wimps, they think 
everything should take six 
months or less. I urge the 
president to have the courage 
to say no to the people who 
would have-us capitulate unto 




SG has 'deaf ear' toward 
students' concerns on fees 
ter whether you are for or G th 
against these fees. What I feel Oe e-------------from page 10 
is important is that someone 
ask; "How do you feel as a 
student body?'' So, I am ask-
run out of gas in front of the 
very same pay phone. Instead 
of getting aid, she will get a 
recorded message about the 
inadvisability of making 
obscene phone calls. 
I hesitate to make a judge-
ment on the merits of CLASS 
without knowing all the 
details.. especially the price. 
But I do look forward · to the 
days when images will be sent 
over the phone lines and I will 
be able to reach out and touch 
someone. Better yet, I could 
punch the obscene caller in 
the nose. 
Editor: 
Would you pay $72.60 for 
season tickets to UCF basket-
ball and volleyball games 
(normal academic load of 30 
hours x $1.42 $30 for two 
semesters)? Now you're 
lucky. You get season tickets 
to the UCF ·football games 
this fall. This is what you will 
be paying whether you want . 
to or not. If you do not wish 
to attend, now is the time to 
speak up about paying it. But 
who do you go to about this? 
Student Government? But 
they are the ones who allowed 
the administration to ramrod 
the athletic fee proposal 
through without polling the 
students. Your best bet is the 
Board of Regents. 
Of course, that is not the 
only fee you pay. You also 
pay a health fee which I am 
sure you're all familiar with. 
Did you know that it no 
longer jncludes any kind of 
student health insurance? Did 
you know that you pay $36 a 
year (two semesters) for the 
health fee? 
We have now reached over 
$100 a year that you have no 
input into as a student body. 
And by the way, ladies, you 
have no input at all. There are 
ing. Please let me know and I 
no women students on either · will take your replies to the 
of these fee setting commit- decision-makers. If you would 
tees. Women students have like me to answer any ques-
shown interest in being on tions about these issues, let 
these committees and have me know how to :reach you. Another facet of this · 
been turned down without Write me at P.O. Box 26221, system allows for differing 
any real cause. Of course, it is Orlando, Fla. 32816, or drop a rings for selected callers. You 
difficult to acquire a position note at the housing office, assign the phone certain rings 
. you don't even know is being Box 221. * for each of your friends. I 
appointed. These positions hope you are better than I am 
were never publicized and at "Name That Tune,''. or 
Kathleen Johnson 
therefore appear not to be Marketing name that ring. 
open to those who are not · 
within the stude~t _t>odypresi- Letter policy 
dent's personal liking. . 
While you are mulling over 
the $100, ponder this 
thought. Did anyone ask you 
if you wanted to spend it? 
Although you will be giving 
over $100, the health fee may 
incr'ease soon. Student 
Government does not know 
wha~ kind of athletics or 
health services you want. 
They do not know, because 
they have not asked you. 
Letters to the editor must be 
delivered to the Future editorial of-
fice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before 
publication. Letters must be typed 
on a 60-space line and should not be 
more ·than 250 words in length. All 
letters must be signed with author's 
phone number to be considered for 
publication. Under certain cir-
cumstances, writers' names will be 
witheld upon request. All letters are 
subject to editing. 
Some letters inay be designated as 
guest editorials at the editor's descri-
tion, with the permission. of the 
writer. All submitted material 
becomes the copyrighted property of 
the Future newspaper. 
Norma Goethe, a jour-
nalism major, is a biweekly 
columnist for the Future. 
:~~ 
Well, I ~m another student 
and I am aski.ng you-my one 
voice won't accomplish 
anything, out the deaf ears of 
Student Government will ac-
complish less if , students · 
don't get up and do a little 
shouting. B':I Associated I: CoUeglate Press . All American BOY. lHE:R('·ouR.~ '_kAs ~ At..oi- OF ?'PA~'Ru~·r$.\ \JP t\~ lATEt.j, I-tut-\ C;,zl>'rL~ \o!oto•~~~l;:.f•;.~~l:~.:: ·_ \'~.,r.,'.,; ,.. ~~,...·~· ••;• ~ · • ''J ..... H' ~·•,.:-::.~i.~ J .-:. .: .:..-,~· .. ... ...... ... '-... _..,._., .. ..._ •.· .,;;; ~ __ ...,.. ....... ,"' ....... ',' 1.• ..... , -. ~ 1 
Personally, it doesn't mat- '.-------------' .. 
. Future 
~Management Positions Available 
The Future newspaper is currently accepting applications from students for the 
positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. Application deadline is Feb. 20. 
Editor in Chief Business ·Manager 
Duties: Overall responsibility for publication and management of weekly cam· 
pus newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and super· 
vises staff of student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper 's business 
manager and business department, and serves as a member of the university's 
Board of Publications. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average, be 
at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In addi· 
tion, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in 
reporting, editing and communication law. 
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone 
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be con-
sidered. 
Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus 
newspaper, including advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, payroll and 
circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production, and staff of student 
salespersons. Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and serves as a member 
of the university's Board of Publications. Receives 1 percent sales commission in 
addition to salary. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average, be 
at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In addi-
tion, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in 
business management. 
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone 
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5Q_ c~nts per line eLASSIFIED Deadline: Monday at 5:00pm 
for sale roommates 
Roommate needed Sourh 15A. . Share 
Nikkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent con- 3bdrm/1Yzbth house. Female, nonsmoker: 
dition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after, $150/mo Y2 'util. Call 282-1449 or 646-5651 
5pm. ask for. Laurie. 
RESUMES 
Designed/typed -671-3007. 
NEED A REPORTTYPED? 
My full-time service offers accurate speedy 
& professional results using state-of-the-art 
. word processing equipment. Term 
Typing on my word processc:>r. No visible 
corrections. Fast service. Sl .SO/page. Call 
Pam 671-0924. 
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3 
1973 VW Superbeetle, yellow/blk int.,no ~----------------1 miles from UCF. Pick up & delivery 
rust.new brakes. 15000 mi on rebuilt available to Qampus. Call Pat at Hard 
TYPING. Dissertations and thesis my special-
ty. 20 yrs. exp. Knowledgeable of format 
and style. IBM Correcting Selectric Ill. Call 
Susie 64?-4451 eves. 
engine. Very clean. Asking 51800. Call Jost & found Copy TyJ:>lng and Word Processing Ser1ice 
Marla 695-7038 after 6:00 and weekends; - 2n-6930. 
RESUMES-EDITED FREEi STORED FREE 1 YR! Input 
l page & print 5 originals. S9. Call JUDY'S 
Business Service, 273-5298. 
831-3001 ext 311 .during day. 
Found ladies wedding ring. Area of auto 
tellers. Call Lynette at x2302. 
Toyota Corolla-1975, 4-speed, new tires,
1 
_______________ _ 
am/fm cass.,many extras, excell. cond. 
Sl 695. Call 886-4360. 
1974 Chev Impala, 2 door sedan, 350 
engine, tape deck, $950. Call after Spm. 
568-5867. Ask for Robert. 
1981 Suzuki GS450S, Garage kept, 3000 
mi. $1200 blue book. Asking 5950. Call 
851-4317. 
Shelby mobile home. 2bdrm furnished. Air 
and extras. $6500. Near UCF and Valencia 
East. Call 839-1046. 
ATARI-COMMUNICATOR KIT includes 850 in-
terface, 830 modem, and cartridge. $350 
or offer. Call 851-7989 or 273-2312. 
Moving - Alpine 7124 car cassette (metal) 
player. $140. Also desk and dresser $20 
each. Call Larry at 282-8229. 
help wanted 
Ever wanted to be a detective/ a critic/ 
another Brent Musberger/ Positions are now 
available tor those above average 
students who will dare to go where no stu-
dent has gone before: tlie physical plant, 
the commons laundry room, the roof ot the 
library, and President Colbourn's office. Now 
is the time for you to expand your horizons 
and possibly make a minor fortune in the 
process. If you have a knack for writing 
about the common or the bizarre, apply at 
the FUTURE editorial office in the art com-
plex. Positions are avaUable for news, sports 
and feature reporters. For more information 
call 275-2601. 
HELP WANTED! Get oft the benches and into 
the press box. The FUTURE is in the market for 
a few good sports writers. Wait! Who are we 
kidding? We need lots of sports writers 
whether they're good or not. For more in-
fomation call 275-2601. That number again: 
275-2601. Act now! Operators are standing 
by! 
Typing,Accurate,Fast & Reasonable. Minor 
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Em-
pl.-1 mi. from UCF, Marti.365-6874 after 6pm. 
services 
Mailing lists for your club, fraternity, or sorori-
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING - Prompt per- ty. No need to address your flyers and let-
sonal service. Impressive and accurate ters by hand any longer. Lists are prepared 
work. Check my references! Call JUDY at on self-stick labels. Your info. safely stored 
273-5298. for future use. Call 273-5932 for details. 
WORDMASTERS 
the overnight cure for the 
term paper blues 
is coming 
NEXT WEEK! 
TYPING: Reports, term papers, dissertations, 
gen. typing. Excell. copy. Experienced in 
report writing/editing. Call 273-1635 after 
6pm. 
• • • Get your refund early • • • . 
Experienced tax preparation at student 
rates. Fast service, lmi. from UCF. Call 
275-1709. 
ABORTION SERVICES -- FREE PREGNANCY 
TESTS -- Low-cost Birth Control Services. 
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest 
speakers available. Director Is UCF ~rad. 
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off 
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free 
1/800/432-8517. 
'ABORTION SERVICES, birth con .fol infor-
RESUMES-edited FREE. Stored FREE one year. mation, pregnancy tests and counseling. 
Professionally prepored. Results oriented. VD screening, low cost, confidential ser-
Check my references! Call JUDY at vices. 
273-5298. Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
Drum set 5-pc Gretsch, Zilsain cymbals. 
Hardware, stool, and cos~. 5425. Also Remq 
roto toms 8,10,and 12 in. like new. 5155. Call 
275-6832. 
TEST YOURSELF. Can you manage your time . EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time. Term 
productiyely? Work 2-4 hrs/wk consistently.? papers, theses, r~ports, resumes, etc. 
.Are you success oriented? Self-motivated? Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., 
Marketing position avail. on campus. and editing included. Reasonable. Call 
1-800-243-6679 Bea, 678-1386. 
609 E. Colonial Drive .. Orlando 
898-0921 
Is it true you can buy jeeps for 544 through 
the U.S. government? Get the facts today! Attn Students: Part-time home cleaners 
Call (312)742-1142 ext. 689. needed. Hqurs to fit your busy schedule. 
S~.75/_hour: Cell 671-7463. 
Kobe Capri 10-speed bike. Good Cond. 
S75 or best offer. Call 275-4449 otter 2pm. Experienced report typists needed nowl 
50wpm to apply. Call Mike at 273-5932. 
1-------------------1 Very good pay depending on your speed. 
Lg. well furn .. bdrm for mature, resp. grad stu-
dent or upper-classman. Must be clean, 
quiet, and a non-smoker. Apt. across the 
street from school. Central f-lO'A, W0D, DW, 
and ceiling fans in every room. M or F 
S165/mo. plus 5200 deposit. Call 282-1556. 
Room for rent 2 mi. from UCF. Call 282-2440. 
Sl 00/mo. everything included. 
Minutes from campus. 3bdrm/1 bth, new 
carpet, drapes, freshly painted. No pets. 
Receptionist wanted weekends only for 
subdivision sales office. Some typing re-
quired. Must be available now. 281-6393 
after lOam. 
The FUTURE Is looking for qualified in-
dividuals tp become advertising represen-
tatives. Great experience· and very good 
pay. Contact Dot Case at 275-2865. 
typists 
Frig., stove. lyr. lease. $400/mo. $375 sec. AUTHORS IN , SEARCH of an experienced 
deposit. Call 6.77-6454 manuscript typist! Call Bea 678-1386. 
1 Literary editing available. 
New apartment complex across from UCF,. 
2 bdrm/2bth,spacious living room & kitchen. Computer word processing, customized 
all new appliances, quiet. lmmed. 5400 resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc. 
plus deposit.last months. 365-6625. From $1.50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173. 
personal 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES 
Term papers, ,resumes designed/typed, etc. 
located 1 mile from campus. IBM equip-
ment. Editing & spelling corrections, paper 
& cover free. Discounted rates. Call 
275-1709 M-Sot 9-9. 
Hove car and looking for person to share 
ride to Texas with over Spring break. Call · 
x4353. 
WORD-PROCESSING--JUDYS BUSINESS SER-
VICE. Ask me about student incentives! 
273-5258. 
Typing/word processing. Thesis, ·reports, 1 
resumes, etc. High quality typing at 
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call 
Cindy at 660-1220 or 365-4863, day or eve. 
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert cor-
rection of spelling, grammar, punctuation. • 
Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research 
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing. 
All work prepared on Word Processors for er-
ror free neatness. We have IBM 
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and AB. Dick 
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR 
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast 
service - All are former or current UCF 
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EXAM 
Where do you go for fu_n . 
and games and relaxation 
from classes? 
Q Library 
· 0 . Campus Bookstore 
~ Cafeteria · 
• Student Center 
Game Room 
ANSWER: - . 
STUDENT CENTER 
Hours: 




Scheduled Game Nights 
Throughout The Semester 
·Engineering Fair · 
Wed. Feb.15, on the ENG. Green 
A group of 3 or more to compete, 
you don't have to be an engineer! . . 






,Free Ping Pong 
& Table Games · 
Egg Drop 12:30-1 :00 
Bridge Bldg. 2:00-3:00 
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6:30·10pm . SCA 
Topics Include 
Abolishment of S.G. 
Legalize Prostitution 
Div. I Athletics For UCF 
· Relistration Deadline 
Thursday, Feb •. 16 (Spm) · 
SC Main Desk · 
Health Center Distribition · .....-----------
of Contraceptives 
· Drinking Age Plus Many More ..... 
WHAT'S TAN AND GOES.1000 MPH? 






Transportation To and From 
4 ~unsoaked Days and 
3 Partying Nights ·Plus 
.T·Shlrt and Accessorle$: 
GAM'E NIGHT! 
11am-. Spm 




TABLE -GAMES POOL 
DONUTS. COFFEE 













"This is a prize winner with 
riveting performances by 
an all star cast led. by Robert 
. Mitchum as you've never 
seen him before. He, Bruce 
Dem, Paul Sorvino, Stacy , 
Keach, and Martin Sheen !~. 
give splendid ensemble ~ 
playing in this powerful 
drama·. Cheers for all!" 
- Gene Shalit, 









$1 . 7 5 Coc~tails all night· Q ·•-" .. """'"• In a GOLA"'·GLOBl!S Produrtion of 1 JASO\ MILU:R Film R -,-:::::;;·: ~ 
SCA DRAFTHOUSE 
FRIDAY FEB. 1 7 
6-9 PM 
S. 1.-00· H~A~TBREAKER' 
s~e~al drin~·k . __ .
~r ~ 
Everyone who comes can win. · · 
· a 1929 Mercedes Benz COO•l{ 
Sfinday, Feb.12~~~!!!!!'/ 
12 
Easter Seals, SAE 
"KISSIN'CLOSE-UP 
GAMES"7:30pm 
Park Avenue club 
In the Heart of 
the Night 










1-3 at 8:00pm 
13 
Men's Basketball 
















Dr. Robert Wiiiiam 
"Constltutlonal 
Reform'' 
SC Debate Competition 
28 
Student Talent 





vs Biscayne 8pm 







SUNDAY FEB. 19 8:30 PM SCA -
S1UDEN'IS .50 
GEN PUBIIC 1.-50 ~ 
16 
Women's 8-Ball 











ACU-1 Regional · 
College Bowl 








Theatre Production "Mack. and 




vs Eckerd 8 pm 
Third Annual SAE 
Buttqn Down and 
Boxer Shorts 
PAC Is funded through the Activities and Services Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of the University or Central Florida 






n , the hearf o 
_ ~ the ht 
FEB. 12 
7:30 pim. - 2:00,a.m. 
c Complimentary Wme and Cheese 7:30-9:00 pm 
~~~'af.\.TIJRrt;lG TI1E OO~DY O? 
SHARKEY AND ST. GEORG£ ~ 
0 0 0 0 0000 0 00~000000000 00000000 
gl Baggy Pants Comics! Dazzling Costumes! 0 
g1Beautifu/ Dancing Girls! Toe Tappin Music! 




SCA · · · . 
. by Popular Entertainment 
Committee 
$ 2.00 $4.00 -
Students General Public · 
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'This is ~e' offers alternativ~ ·for chil'dren 
UCF student hosts children's show 
by Richard Truett 
Future staff 
Traditionally, Saturday 
morning television has been 
little more than a dumping 
ground for all the garbage 
programming the networks · 
could dish out, such as 
Scooby Doo, the Mr. "T"· 
Show and Q-Bert.. A new 
show on WFTV-Channel 9 
does : the incredible: it 
educates as well as entertains 
children, and it runs at a time 
when children usually watch 
TV-Saturday mornings at 7 
a.m ... 
This Is Me features a 
lovable puppet named 
Marybell Elizabeth, or M.E. 
for short, and an adult host, 
UCF's own Lois Horn. 
Together, they teach children 
about themselves. 
The show, which is primari-
ly aimed( at preschoolers in 
the 3- to 6 year-olds age 
group, features a particular 
theme each week. The first 
show dealt with body 
aware~ess, the ·second . with 
being afraid. · 
The program has several 
UCF student Lois Horn composes her own songs for the 
show. 
Heart Of the Night 
dance will be Sunday 
If Park A ve;)ue gets a little 
too crowded from the Kissing 
Close-Up Games, there is still 
some place you can go to 
spend some money for a wor-
thy cause and still have lots 
of fun. 
UCF' s Marketing Associa-
tion is presentfog their fourth 
annual ''In The Heart of The 
Night Dance" Feb. 12 at J.J. 
Whispers. Proceeds from the 
dance will benefit the 
American Heart · Association. 
The dance, which runs from 
7:30 p.m. to 2 a.m., is spon-
sored by WD IZ-FM ( 100) and 
Budweiser. · It will feature 
dancing to the live Starz 
band, two for one drinks, 
50-cent Budweiser, and free 
wine and cheese. from 7: 30 
p.m. to 9 p.m. 
In addition, there will be 
drawings for over $4,000 in 
prizes, such as a set of dance 
lessons from Arthur ·Murray 
Dance Studios, worth $922, 
. two 'weekends at' the .Sand-
piper Resort, a stay at the 
Sand Lake Hotel Village, two 
memberships to J .J. 
Whispers and two member-
ships to Rosie · O'Grady's, 
along with several smaller 
prizes. 
Tickets for the dance are $5 
in advance or $6 at the door. 
They can be purchased at J .J. 
Whispers, the Altamonte 
Ticket Agency, WDIZ or 
from the . UCF Marketing 
Association. 
Also keep in mind the dress 
code: no jeans, regardless of 
color, are allowed, as well as 
sneakers. Men· must wear 
shirts with collars and 
sleeves, and no hats will be 
allowed. 
segments. The "Word 
Wizard" delivers a 
· monologue a'bout the theme 
of the show; "Story" pres~nts . 
original material in 
dramatizations; . and "Pie- it 
tures'' gets viewers get to 
participate by sending in 
their drawings. 
'The show was developed by 
Trish Weaver, director of 
children's programming for 
WFTV. She writes the scripts 
for the skits and monologues 
performed by assorted 
guests. Horn writes and per-
forms all of the songs on the 
show. 
Horn came to the . show 
after a call from Weaver; the 
two had worked toget~er at 
Sea World two years before. 
Says !lorn: "I got a call one , 
day right out of the bfue ask-
ing if I would do the show." 
Horn graduated from UCF 
in 1980 with a bachelor of arts 
in psychology. She is current-
ly working on her master's 
.degree in psychology here and 
works as a graduate assistant 
in educational foundations. 
~ 
This Is Me· attempts to deal 
with the problems and emo-
tions children face. Through 
songs, skits and poems 
The puppet, Marybell ·Elizabeth, or M.E. for short, talks 
about children's fears on 'This is Me.' 
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Everyone's a ,winner in 
the Close-Up Games Sunday 
by Vicki White 
Features editor 
Kissing is one "sport" that 
will probably never make it to 
· the Olympics, but Lever 
Brothers and the Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon fraternity are 
going to make . it a sporting 
event in Orlando with the 
Kissin' Close-Up Games ·at 
the Park Avenue Club on Sun-
day. 
Lever Brothers, manufac-
turers of Close-Up 
toothpaste, Easter Seals and 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon sponsor 
the event, a fund-raiser for 
Easter Seals. The Games con-
·ist of -four events, all 
•bstacle-related kissing 
...-ents: "Shirts 'n Skins," 
"Love is Blind," "Breakin' 
Up'' and ''Love Stories.'' 
.Celebrity judges will in-
clude Yogi Moore of Burger 
}\ing, Mike Peters of the Doll 
House, Bruce Hamilton of 
WESH-Channel 2, Roger 
Kurz, general manager of 
Florida Festival, Anne 
Broughton-Kerr, adviser to 
fraternities at -UCF, and 
Harry Milkey and Mike Bren-
nan of The Funny Farm. 
Couples who ~omplete each 
event in the fastest overall 
time will qualify for a berth in 
the final event, called "Love 
Stories." In order to be eligi-
ble, participants must be at 
.least 19 years old and must 
raise at least $30 combined 
from their sponsors. 
The public is also invited to 
attend the event at Park 
A venue. Admission · is $2 in 
advance, $3 at the door, and 
this money will also be 
donated to Easter Seals, 
along with 25 percent of the 
night's drink receipts. 
Every participating couple 
receives a "Let's Get Close-
Up" T-shirt. Winning couples 
receive a special "Orlando 
Hot Lips" prize, a night on 
the town, and an appearance 
on Orlando's Easter Seal 
Telethon. The top fund-
r:tlsing couple will also appear 
c,,; the telethon and have a 
chance to win the grand prize, 
an all-expenses paid trip to 
Hollywood, Calif. to appear in 
the national Easter Seal 
Telethon March 31 to April 1. 
Even the spectators have a 
chance to win something-a 
customized replica of a 1929 
Mercedes Benz. According to 
spokesman Richard Possien, 
sp.ectators at Park Avenue 
will have an equal chance to 
win the car, along with ~he 
participants. 
A demonstration of the. 
games was given on campus 
W edne~day ·afternoon, and 
representatives of Lever 
Brothers were on campus, 
along with representatives 
from Robert Landau and 
Associates, the advertising 
fir~ that is helping with the 
promotion. The reason they 
chose to come to UCF out of 
the 97 colleges participating 
in the promotion is that UCF 
is the only one heavily pro-
moting the event. '.'We're the 
only ones using billboards 
and commercials and holding 
the competition at a local 
discotheque, instead of on 
campus like the other schools 
are doing," Possein said. 
Sunday evening, Mar~ 
Messina, UCF's 1983 
Homecoming King, will 
demonstrate his techniqu~ at 
Park A venue with Laurie Jo 
Riddle; Miss Teen U.S.A .. 
"Both Lever Brothers and 
the Easter Seals people have 
really helped us with pro-
mpting this event,'' Possieh 
said. "They've given us direc-
tions on how to run the games 
and how to promote the 
event. The Easter Seals peo-
ple have helped us with some 
of their contacts in the com-
munity." Sigma Alpha Ep--
silon fraternities across the 
nation are also participating 
in the event .. 
• 
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_ ,, ';1 .i{.,.it~EPOSIT 
You'll never have 
to w a it for your money. 
.......... : ... ~ .. :~ .. >++++<~~-
[%] 678-4616 • 678-4646 
ALOMA .FLORIST 
743~ Aloma Ave. 
Orlando (Goldenrod), FL 32807 
BOB and KATH Y BOYD 
Owners 
Any time's a wild time when you add the 
great taste of Two Fingers ... and this wild 
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send 
your name, address, style preference 
and size (men's style S,M,L or 
women's French cut S, M, L) along 
with $7.50, to: 
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer, 
266 North Rocky River Dr. 
Berea, Ohio 44017. 
Please allow 6 weeks 
for delivery. 
Two a .. ~· .. all~. &&:!i~: . 
IS it ICU\~. 
© 1983. TWO FINGERS TEQUILA· 80 PROOF IMPORTED & BOTTLfD BY HIRAM WALKER INC •• BURLINGAME. CAUF 
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German groups taking over 
with their innovative music 
by Joe Jervis 
Future staff 
Two years ago it was Rick 
Springfield, Air Supply, and 
Men at Work-and the music 
press called it the Australian 
Invasion. They raved about 
how the likes of Split Enz and 
Australian Crawl, huge in 
their homeland, would soon 
be bombarding the charts 
here. 
Then last ye~. the press 
and cdtics abandoned 
Australia and hailed 1983 as 
the year of the second British 
Invasion. Actually, by my 
count that came during the 
late sixties with Cream, the 
Hollies, etc. 
Culture Club, Eurythmics, 
and · Thompson Twins 
spearheaded the U.K.'s 
domination of American 
radio. One-hit wonders like 
Dexy' s Midnight Runners 
and Kajagoogoo knocked 
tired U.S. dinosaurs off the 
airwaves. 
So what will be the rage of 
1984? Call it the Fourth 
Reich, the German Revenge, 
anything but invasion. After 
nearly 40 years of domination 
by American music, Germany 
is finally exporting hit music 
by the crateful. 
It started in the middle of 
last year with Falco's "Der 
Kommisar. '' Somehow 
simultaneously threatening, 
yet funny, it was much better 
than After the Fire's watered-
down cover version. And it ac-
tually sold respectfully in this 
country. 
Then came Trio _and its 
minimalistic box beat humor 
in "Da,Da,Da,." That, and its 
second single, ''Anna, (Let me 
in, let me out)," were dance 
floor favorites and in rotation 
on MTV. 
The biggest Germany-
based act of 1983 was Taco, 
whose Retro/Count 
Dracula/Irving Berlin style 
sent "Puttin' on the Ritz" in-
to the American Top Ten. 
After Taco came an 
onslaught of German acts, 
many of them well-
established in avant-garde 
and European circles, but 
usually unheard of on popular 
playlists here. Peter Schilling 
scored with his English ver-
sion of " Major Tom" about 
eight months after his Ger-
man version topped the 
charts at home. Eminently 
danceable and with a soaring 
chorus, "Major Tom" 
garnered wide critical praise 
and tons of airplay. Some of 
the- more daring stations even 
switched between the Ger-
man and . English . versions. 
Giorgio M oroder, the 
genius producer who was 
· responsible for the success of 
the Flashdance soundtrack 
and most of Donna Summer's 
career: took over production 
duties on Nina Hagen's 
latest. Hagen, a 
shriek/shock/freak rocker is 
known for yodeling, scream-
ing, and chanting in German 
throughout her songs. On her 
new album Fearless she does 
not compromise her unique 
style, but the Moroder magic 
turns it from scary and in-
teresting to positively ex-
uberant. 
The best cut on the album is 
"New York New York." (Not 
the Frank Sinatra song.) 
"New York New York" is a 
satirical tribute to the fickle 
whimsy and plastic attitudes 
displayed in the club scene 
there. "New York City is the 
hottest place, 'cause I know 
so many people when I go 
through The Face." Possibly 
the best moment in music so 
far this year is the ending 
when Hagen screeches into· 
the fade: "I am a 
staaaaaaaaaaaarrr!!" The ex-
tended 12-inch version of the 
tune is topping dance charts 
all over the country. 
Techno--pop group Kraft-
werk, whose culture defining 
"Numbers" was unfairly only 
a minor club hit two years 
ago, also hfls a new hit. "Tour 
De France" is a clicking, per-
cussive, electronic recitation 
of all the bases for that 
famous bicycle race. 
Yet another electronic· 
dance/avant-garde group 
from Germany is Y ello. Their 
new album You Gotta Say 
Yes to Another Excess is an 
eclectic panache of tunes 
ranging from the ominous 
bouncing of "Swing" to the 
hysterical call and response of 
" I love you. " She-" I love 
you ." He-( smugly ), " I 
know." 
At No.1 on Billboard's 
Dance Chart this week is 
"Trommelt anz (Din Daa 
Daa)" by George Kranz. The 
title translates as Drum 
Dance and it is accurate. This 
song crashes, slams and 
smashes back and forth in an 
erratic fashion while a gut-
teral voice scats in German. 
Finally we come to Nena. , 
Not Hagen, although there is 
confusion in the record stores 
between the two--how I don't 
know, since they're about as 
different as Chrissie Hynde 
and Wendy 0. Williams. 
Nena is another ·German pop 
singer whose hit "99 Luft-
balloons" was· a huge Euro-
pean success last year. The 
tune combines ballad, funk 
and dance wave styles into 
one cohesive number that rips 
out of a car radio like a good 
pop song sho~ld. Problem: 
Nena has recorded a wimpy, 
phonetically pronounced ver-
sion in English which is about 
as understandable as the Ger-
man version. Please dee-jays, · 
play the German version-no 
one here cares tha:t the song is 
all about pacifism and all that 
Green Party stuff. It is just 
great to dance to and it really 
loses · something in the 
translation. 
Maybe their experience 
with German music will en-
courage radio programmers 
to become more adventurous 
with acts from other coun-
tries .. Maybe UB 40 or Jaluka 
or the gheira Brothers will 
become American ' icons. 
Yeah, right. And maybe they 
II stop playing Journey every 
hour. 
ACTION is the Volunteer Agency 
that brings skil led people together to 
solve local problems There ore pro· 
grams like VISTA , the Peace Corps . 
Retired Senior Volunteer Program 
University Yeor for ACTION. the Foster 
Grandparent Pragrom. and others tf 
you wo nt more information . or 1f 
you d like to volunteer your skil ls. 
write ACTION Washington DC 20525 
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The secret of a good roommate is comp.romise 
by Joe Jervis 
. Future staff 
One of the best and worst 
things about college life is 
roommates, those mysterious 
strangers that are thrust into 
your life by the whims of a 
dormitory assignment or a 
need to make r~nt. 
A good one is hard to find. 
This person is part 
housekeeper, part nursemaid, 
part psychiatrist and part 
tutor. Many people go 
through so many roommates 
that it seems as if there's 
revolving doors . on their 
apartments. 
Every week the pape\s run 
lengthy columns devoted to 
roommate searches. Scores of 
computerized ag~ncies will 
run all your desired room-
mates' specifications through 
a computer and hopefully 
come up with a match for you. 
Some of the newspaper ads 
for roommates get ridiculous-
ly specific. "Fema.le 
nonsmoker, into Beethoven, 
Kafka and yodeling seeks 
same· for roommate. Must 
have convertible, parents who 
live at the beach and wear a 
size 7." That person is ob-
viously in no hurry to get a 
roommate. Yoµ can always 
tell when it is getting cfose to 
the first of the month-the 
ads become markedly more 
desperate. "Roommate need-
ed today. Must be from this 
planet.'' 
The real key t<? getting 
along with your roommates is 
compromise. You must realize 
that no matter how weird 
your roommate's idiosyn-
crasies may be, yours are pro-
bably just as strange. Just 
about the time I got used to 
my roommate putting 
tabasco sauce on 
everything-and I do mean 
everything, like donuts-he 
got used to my flipping the 
TV cha.nnels every 30 
seconds. Sure, he likes to play 
20-year old Motown records 
early in the morning; but I 
have a habit of throwing on 
the Sex Pistols whenever I'm 
in a foul mood. 
The following is a list of all 
the qualities required in a 
good roommate. Remember 
these rules during your search 
and you'll never have to 
scramble to . fill that extra 
bedroom again. 
A good roommate: 
• Always knows where 
your keys are. 
• Withholds judgment as 
to the quality of your date, 
even though he may be stick-
ing mental fingers down his 
throat. 
e· Can always come up with 
a creative lie when your 
gir !friend/boyfriend/parents 
call late at night and you are 
not there. 
• Always forces you to 
drink his mother's special flu 
remedy when you're sick. 
• Never criticizes his room- · 
mate's mother's cooking. 
• Lets you wear that new 
shirt/dress they just got and 
have not worn yet. 
• Gets out of bed and 
quickly irons your uniform 
while you run ar<?und scream-
ing about being late for work. 
•Takes the hint and leaves 
the room when you start 
Orlando, Fl 32817 
273-3631 
You really haven't tasted Italian Fo~d until Y<!U try u~~ 
( t.,jl ~ ) '-s!!;'-· ii;;;JI ,__lol'o&'-o&-AIO..f...ibc-i.e4To0..W ,,..,.._.. ......,. -
· 10% Discount With UCF ID 
Bread 1 Desserts Bak~d on Premises 
whispering on the phone . 
• Rushes upstairs and 
cleans your bathroom · while 
you greet unexpected guests 
at the door. 
e . Does not eat that half of 
a Big Mac you're saving in 
the refrigerator for breakfast. 
e Never brings people 
home for a party when the 
bars close: 
• Gets up and goes for ice 
when you bring people home 
for a party when the bars 
close. 
• Does not complain when 
you goof off all week and end 
up typing your term paper all 
night at the desk in his room. 
e. Always <;hanges the cat 
box before it becomes obvious 
that it's ready to be changed. 
• Will cover the rent for 
you until your_ parents send 
the check. 
• Knows when you're feel-
ing depressed and will send 
out for a pizza. 
• Pretends to like your 
friends, even though they 
play with his stereo. 
• Never hits on your dates, 
not even when they write 
their phone number on his/her 
notebook when no one is look-
ing. 
• Will go to your professor 
with a real sob story when 
you cannot be thete for the 
test because y~u went to Ft. 
Lauderdale for the week. 
• Never tells you that 
you 're wasting your time with 
your major, and that no one 
ever makes any money in that 
field. 
Remember that once you 
leave. college and go on to the 
"real world," you may never 
see or hear from your room-
mate again. Then again, your 
college roommate may be the 
first person you call when 
that promotion comes 
Jeanellen Pfingsten!Future 
through, or when your first 
kid is born. In fact, many ma-
jor corporations were formed 
by partners that were college 
roommates. 
So, the next time your 
roommate destroys the Sun-
day newspaper before you get 
to it, or throws out a certain ' 
phone number along with the 
trash, relax, and don't 
scream. This is a person you 
may be in contact with for the 
rest of your life. 
PASS CLAST? 
Three books written 
ESPECIALLY 
to teach the CLAST competencies. 
GETTING READ'( FOR THE CLAST, $10.95154 pp. , 
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writ~ng and mathematics 
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 2so pp . . 
Thousands of CLAST examp!es and sample t~sts. 
MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A Workbook, $1°'95, 202 pp. 
Teaches how to cope with test a~xiety, 
In your COLLEGE eo-OKSTORE NOW!! · 
or 
send your check for the price P.lus $1.00 to: • . 
H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1_117 Webb Drive, Clearwater, FL 
33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835. 
ARNOLD ART·& GRAPHICS 
.ARTIST SUPPLIES 
Caring for the students' needs D~count with college ID 
MAJOR BRANDS 
• DRAFTING TABLES • AIRBRUSHES • ARCHES PAPER 
r:ll_,~~. CRESCENT MATBOARDS • STRATHMORE • BIENFANG • GRUMBACHER • ULANO • FREDRIX 
538 NORTH BUMBY 
•WINSOR & NEWTON• FRAMES• EASELS• LIQUl-TEX •KOH-I-NOOR 
894-6621 
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The American 
Economic System. 
We should oll leom more about ii. 
f!WI f,y'\ A p.1* ""'~• """"'9" d ' 
A :;pedal booklet on our 
American Economic System 
can help you improve your E.Q. 
For your free copy, write · 
"Economics:· Pueblo, Colorado 
Hamlet's appeal is ageless 
~ \~/ ~~~~=:9Co.r<• 
by Ted Barnett 
Future staff 
THE HAIR· SHOP · The National Shakespeare 
Company's production of 
. Precision Style Cut $8.00 Hamlet, prese.nted Feb. 1 in 
the Student Center 
~ W'::LKL ·SI~~~SICWEES:LCOON'll,,.E ~:~~:o~~uem, ie:thr~l~e: t~~ 
~ .t-LU 1 v1 .LJ J..Y.l. Shakespeare's most well-. 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 282•1700 known works. 
One of Shakespeare's 
(Winn Dixie Center) Dally 9_5 o~Thurs. tll a 1 R z e11 greatest p ays, am et was 
~~UNt2:l:i20::1.t:'~PAt2:R:i2_K::1._l:::t2::1.l:_·_ :i2-::1.-l:::~--:i2-::1.l:::~~~~::1.l:::~~~~ first performed in 1601 at the 
Globe Theatre in England. 
Set in Elsinore, Denmark dur-
ing the Middle Ages, it deals 
with the story of Prince 
Hamlet · who encounters a 
ghost in the image of his dead 
father, the king. The ghost in-
forms Hamlet that he was 
murdered by Hamlet's uncle 
Claudius, who then married 
Hamlet's mother, Queen Ger-
trude, and became the King of 
Denmark. 
Hamlet, so overwrought 
with grief and despair, feigns 
madness. Determined to 
avenge his father's murder, 
he stages a play with a similar 
scene hoping to catch King 
Claudius off guard. 
Later, Hamlet accidently · 
kills a harmless old man nam-
ed Polonius. Hamlet's fiancee 
·Ophelia cannot accept the 
fact that her beloved has kill-
ed her father 
Polonius-Ophelia goes mad 
and drowns herself in the cas-
tle moat. 
Mike Waterman ~s Hamlet and Margaret Coldiron as Queen 
Gertrude in the National Shakespeare Company's pr()duction 
Returning to avenge the challenging role. The au-
deaths of his sister and dience's attention was on 
father, Laertes, pressured in- Waterman throughout the en-
to the deed by King Claudius, tire play. Kathryn Klvana as 
challenges Hamlet to a duel of Hamlet's ill-fated love 
swords. Ophelia brought a soft tran-
During the du.el, both quility to the role. Margaret 
Hamlet and Laertes are mor- Coldiron was a regal Queen 
talJ,y wounded, Queen Ger- Gertrude and Michael Perez 
trude is accidentally poison- was a convincing evil King 
ed, and the evil King is kill- Claudius. 
ed. Dying, Hamlet realizes The outstanding suppor-
that he has finally avenged ting cast included Eleanore 
his father's murder, but at a Tapscott, Ken ·Harper and 
price far greater than he had Skip Hamra as the cranky old 
anticipated. Polonius, whose funny walk 
As Hamlet, Mark Water- and constant mumbling near-
m an shone brightly in · ly stole the show. 
perhaps Shakespeare's most , 
LEGISLATIVE REPORT 
MEASURES ACTED UPON 
BILLS: 
16-35 Revising the Election Statutes 
Introducer: EA Committee 
Vote: Passed 
January 31, 1984 
Revises the election statutes, defining and clarifying the rules for upcoming elec-
tions. 
16-37 Allocating Funds to the Fencing Team 
Introducer: Pro Tern Cindy Spraker 
Vote: Passed by acclamation 
Allocates $360.00 to the Fencing Team for equipment to host a fencing 
meet .February 24 and 25, 1984 with other state universities and 
private schools. 
RESOLUTIONS: 
16-22 Concerning Proposition One 
Introducer: Ch. Stuart James, Pro Tern Cindy Spraker 
Vote: Passed (11) yes (3) no (2) present 
Recommends that Student Government commit itself against Proposition One, and 
expresses its concern and knowledge of the potential damage Propositon One can do 
to this University and the State University System. Respectfully Submited by, 
The Sixteenth Student Senate 
.... _.__~~~~~~~~~.;__~~~~~~~~----------------------------------------------------------------------------..... 
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FILTER 
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Bai'Oque guitarist enlightens audience 
·by Vicki White 
Features editor 
Not everyone attended the 
UCF-Florida Southern 
doubleheader basketball 
game Friday night. A f.ew 
people opted for the quieter 
pleasures of a classical-guitar 
recital by Richard Provost in 
the Music Rehearsal Hall. 
Provost played both the 
classical -and baroque gµitar, 
The baroque guitar is 
smaller than a classical 
guitar, and instead of having 
six strings, jt has five pairs of 
strings. These are also ar-
ranged differently. The first 
three are arranged from high 
to low pitch, but the fourth is 
higher than the third and the 
fifth is lower than the fourth. 
This gives the· baroque guitar 
a harplike quality when it is 
played. 
starting with a "Suite in D During the baroque period, 
Minor" by Francesco Corbet- in the early 17th century in 
ta on the baroque guitar. This Europe, "people had what 
piece of music was so soft at they called · 'ugly 
times that it . seemed to shapes '--everything was 
almost fade away, but not rounded off, so that there 
quite. It ·is a good thing that were no square edges," Pro· 
the rehearsal hall, a rather vost said. "They even disguis-
small place, was . chosen for ed the edges of things so that 
the recital, because it would they would be less noticeable, 
have been impossible to hear like the edge of this guitar is 
the music in a larger place. At · decorated. They even did this 
the end of this piece, he gave a in their music. You may have 
brief explanation of the baro- noticed that some of the notes 
que guitar. do not end; rather, they put a 
llFllRlll. 
llllll l/111111 
Ruler over all! 
· · Tough. Rough. Ready for anything. That's what 
Nissan's new King Cab®4x4 is like on the outside. But 
from where you sit,· it's sheer comfort, with a luxurious 
interior that includes standard jump seats and a sliding 
r~ar window. Come see it now! You'd be hard, put to 
fmd a truck this major at a price this down to earth. 
sort of flourish on the end of 
them." 
The next piece played was 
"Suite in B Minor" by Robert 
De Visee, Courbetta 's suc-
c~ssor at the court of Louis · 
XIV.- This piece had the same 
gentle, dreamy quality as the 
first piece, and this reviewer 
almost nodded off her chair, it 
was so relaxing. Provost later 
described it as "laid back 
music.'' 
Provost sWitched to the 
classical guitar for the rest of 
the program, starting with 
"Sevillana Wantasia)" by 
Joaquin Turin. Considerably 
quicker in tempo than the 
baroque music, it combined 
strumming with staccato 
bursts and sounded very 
Spanish. After a brief inter-
niission, he returned to play 
"Two -Dances" by Enrique 
Granados, two pieces 
originally written for the 
piano, but chosen because 
they lent themselves well to 
the guitar. Provost .played 
them be·autifully, making 
them sound as if they were 
meant to be played on the 
guitar in the first place. 
The piece de resistance was 
Mauro Giuliani's ''Rossiniane 
Opus 119," a collection of 
Gioacchino Antonio Rossini's 
arias. The music was so high-
spirited and passionate it was 
a wonder a human voice could 
follow it. It was definitely a 
good choice to end the even-
ing with, because, as Provost 
himself later remarked, "How 
do you follow up something 
like that?" 
Hopefully, he will think of 
something soon because that 
one left a desire for more. Ac-
tually, the only thing this 
reviewer found wrong with 
the performance is that it was 
too short, lasting about 90 




We have an excellent 
selection of used 
280ZX sports cars· 
, AND 
Sixty ''60'' others 
used 1cars; and trucks 
NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN 
. 
1983 N. Semoran Blvd. 1 mile North of Hwy.SO 
between Colonial and University Blvd. 
minutes. This was not Pro-
vost 's first visit to UCF, so 
perhaps he will return again 
with a longer program. 
Interestingly, Provost first 
learned to play on the electric 
guitar listening to Bill Haley 
·and The Comets' records. His 
first exposure to the classical 
guitar came in college, where 
he had to choose either that or 
the piano. "Since my piano 
playing is awful, I chose the 
classical guitar," he said. 
Eventually Provost dropped 
rock 'n' roll in favor of the 
classical guitar. 
Provost was introduced to 
the baroque guitar in the pro-
cess of doing graduate work. 
"There was a- lot of music lay-
ing around that had been 
written for the baroque 
-guitar, but no one had ever 
bothered to transcribe it for 
the classical guitar. So, as 
part of my graduate work, I 
was going to transcribe it for 
the classical guitar,'' he said. 
"At first, the department 
said it was all right, but then 
halfway through the project, 
they changed their minds, so 
I had to find a barogue guitar 
and learn how to play it.'' He 
found .one, and possibly part· 
ly as a result of his efforts, the 
·baroque guitar is enjoying 
renewed popularity. 
children learn to understand 
their feelings. 
Says Weaver about the 
show: " This Is Me is design-
ed with classic . values in 
mind, accepting the viewer, 
relating to the viewer's feel-
ings and demonstrating the 
potential of growth of the m-
dividual child. Since it incor-
porates timeless needs, 
understandings and stages, it 
· should have the potential for 
long-run programming. The 
themes include various feel-
ings; relationships with fami-
ly, friends and community; 
and getting ready for the big 
step to kindergarten." 
· CHILD ABUSERS 
ARE MORE 
, HELPLESS THAN 
THEIR CHILDREN. 
Most child abusers are 
trul y un a bl e to help 
themselves. They we re 
abu.sed whil e growing 
up. so they 've learned 
no other way to raise 
their own children. Be· 
cause they are so help· 
less about raising their 
ow n c hildre n. c hild 
abusers are as much the 
vic tims of a vicio us 
cyc le as the c hildre n 
th ey ab use. Ye t child 
abusers can be helped. 
HELP DESTROY A FAMILY 
TRADITION.WRITE: 
• National Committee lor 
Prevention of Chi ld Abuse 
Bo• 2866 Chicago Ill 60690 
A Pubhc Service of This Newspape1 f:tl' 
& The Adverti~mg Council f:~~ 
( 
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The Future in pictures · 
Ma·king movies is not- for those on a low budget 
by Wayne Starr 
Future Staff 
Newspapers get' a lot of 
mail, mostly from people or 
groups of people. who want 
you to do a story about them. 
Some of the offers, like the 
one from a movie company 
kindly requestirig you to in-
terview the nubile young 
starlet of their latest 
Porky's-type flick in the 
privacy of her hotel room are 
so inviting they border on the 
criminally s':1spicious. Others, 
like the stacks and stacks of 
promotional material from a 
circus, but never once an offer 
of free passes, are so annoy-
ing they make you want to go 
punch out a clown. 
So, on those rare occasions 
when some worthwhile mail 
Play·---------------------from page 20 
Under the direction of Ron 
Daley and associate Anthony 
Ridley, 'Hamlet' remained 
fast-paced throughout. The 
eerie set design by Bob 
Phillips created an at-
This play also boasts some 
of Shakespe.are's most 
famous quotes such as "To 
thine ownself be true", 
. mosphere of uncertain doom. 
"Neither a lender nor bor-
rower be", "Sweets for the 
.sweet", "Good night sweet 
prince'', and "Methinks the 
lady doth protest too much." 
What is possibly 
Shakespeare's most famous 
line, "To be or not to be-that , 
is the question" is .also includ-
ed. 
every region of the United 
States, giving up-and-coming 
actors the chance to further 
develop their classic acting 
skills. Its past members and 
associates include Meryl 
Streep, Karen Black and 
Michael Moriarty. 
/ 
Smoke and mist entered the 
stage every time the ghost ap-
peared, aI].d when he spoke, he 
seemed to be speaking from 
all around the audience due to 
Deena Kaye's clever sound 
design. 
The sword fight at the 
end was definitely a fight to 
the finish and evoked several 
gasps from the audience. 
Based in New York City, 
the National Shakespe~re 
Company ons actors from 
The well-deserved standing 
ovation at the play's end 
clarifies the point that 
Shakespeare accomplished 
something nearly 400 years 
ago that · ghts today are still 
trying to do. Shakespeare's 
plays are -C·rea ti ve, 
fascinating, entertain-
ing-and timeless. 
How to make peace with Tolstoy. 
If the academic wars Cl.re getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break 
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of six deliciously 
5f~d~o::. ?)JF'l )~~~. ~~ Jlf,, 
GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES. 
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR 
GENERAL FOODS 
' ' . 
© General Foods Corporation 1983 ..___~ 
arrives, the newspaper is awards on June 10 in 
·eager to take advantage of it. Hollywood. 
Such is the case with a piece Unfortunately, along with a 
of mail announcing an event nifty poster and "9fficial" en-
with the unwieldly title "The · try blank, the 
1984 Eleventh · Annual A.0.M.P.A.A.S.A.A.F.S.F.A. 
Academy of Motion Picture did not see fit to send along 
Arts and Sciences and the cash needed to complete 
Academy Foundati~n Stu-, such a project. Anybody .who 
dent Film Awards," or has ever so much as purchas-
A.A.O.M.P.A.A.S.A.F.S.F.A. ed a double-pack of Polaroid 
for short. In English, this 
translates to mean that the 
same people who hand out the 
Oscars are sponsoring a con-
test for college students. 
The rules are quite simple. 
There are four categories to 
enter, Animation, Documen-
tary, Dramatic or Experimen-
tal, which are each defined 
thusly: "The very nature of 
this category is such that it 
cannot be readily or satisfac-
tory 'defined'. Films can be of 
any length as long as they are 
shot in 16 millimeter. 
Deadline for entry is April 1 
and winners will receive their 
instant film or had a 36-shot 
roll of 35 mm developed at 
their neighborhood Fotomat 
knows that the cost of the 
"bare necessities" ain't 
cheap. And since no movie-
maker in his right mind would 
dare, in this Star Wars age, 
make ~ film without super 
cool special effects, the ex-
pense involved in submitting 
an entry is clearly beyond the 
scope of all but the closest 
Walt Disney heirs. 
So while we at the Future 
. page 24 
U.S.News & World RBport presents 
News 'Wclves 
News wav~s? They're the .trends of today-in poli-
tics, business, youth, the economy-that affect 
what's to come next month, next year, in the next 
decade. 
News waves in U.S.News: We analyze them every 
week (before they make the headlines elsewhere) to 
keep you on top of-and prepared for-what the 
future holds in store. 
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out 
and send in the coupon below. 
------Money-saving 
I Student Coupon 
-
D YES, send me 23 weeks of I U.S.News & World Report for- only 
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular 
I 
subscription rate and 77% off the 
cover price . 
Name_~~~~~~~~-----~ 
I School Name-------------
Address __________ 'Apt. __ _ 
City/State Zip __ _ 
u.s.News 
& WORLD RePORT 
Mail coupon to: 
U.S.News & World Report 




I 0 ' Washingt'on, D.C. 20037 I 
Listen for the News Blimp, on WUCF. brought to you 
I by U.S.News & World Report. .J .. - - - - - ·- - -
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Movre- · --------------------------------=---------from page23 
lack funds, we don't suffer 
from any lack of creativity. 
We've got a real good idea 
that would make us the next 
Steven Spielberg, George 
Lucas and Clint Eastwood 
rolled into one. We present 
the following scenario for two 
reasons: one, because · we 
never like to see a good idea 
go to waste, and two, because 
we hope that maybe some rich 
guy will feel sorry for us and 
give us the backing to make 
our blockbuster. 
Picture this: The year is 
1984. The city is Orlando. The 
place is UCF. (Are you still 
with me? I hope I haven't lost 
anybody with all this sci-fi 
stuff.) The scene is President 
Trevor Cqlbourn's office, 
where he and Athletic Direc-
tor Bill Peterson have just an· 
nounced that along with the 
school's move into Division I, 
they feel a nickname change 
is called for. The "Fighting 
Knights" is out. A "Name 
That Team" contest begins. 
The lucky person submitting 
the winning entry will receive 
a free, four-year education, 
(estimated retail value 
$11.37), and a $6,000 book 
store gift certificate, which, if 
used wisely, should last about 
three semesters. 
Now, the scene switches to 
10,000 miles away, where in 
Japan, Godzilla is quietly liv-
ing out his final years in the 
Tokyo Monster Retirement 
Home. He picks up the 
Future, reads about the con· 
test, and an enthusistic smile 
returns to. his craggy old face 
for the first time since he 
whupped Megalon a decade 
ago. He dashes off his entry 
and waits. Week after week 
the excitement builds, as each 
successive. issue of the Future 
. brings good news-his entry 
is one of the 50 selected for 
further consideration! ·It is 
one of 15 semifinalists! Final-
ly, it is one of f~ve finalists 
selected by a blue ribbon 
panel of mascot pickers, 
which does not include the 
guy who decided to name the port. 
John Young Science . Center 
frustration, he mutters 
obscenities to himself, turns 
on to University Boulevard 
and drives off into the sunset. 
after John Young instead of · With singlemindedness- of 
Orlando. purpose, he rents a Chevette, 
The tension builds to 
cataclysmic levels. The story 
·doml.nates the news. NBC 
sends Connie Chung to record 
and makes a "Bee Line" (get 
it?) for UCF, sadistically 
crushing several armadillos 
along the way. 
But he makes one fatal er· 
Godzilla's reaction in an· ror. It's Wednesday, and it's 
ticipation of his entry being 10:15 a.m.-THERE IS NO 
named the winner. PLACE TO PARK! He 
This stuff is good. Real 
good. It's a sure-fire winner. 
Another Ordinary People. 
Bigger than E.T. even. Send 
your money today. We figure 
about $8 million should cover 
it. 
But it is all .for naught. 
Godzilla loses. The name· 
''Crushed Armadillos'' is 
chosen over our hero's choice, 
"Godzillas." Boy, is he 
steamed! (this is evident by 
the smoke coming out of his 
nose). He's really mad and 
can only think of one thing: 
REVENGE!--destroy UCF, 
the source of his humiliation. 
He throws some things in a 
suitcase, hops a Pan Am 
flight, and before you can say 
"Watch your footsies," is 
riding the People Mover at 
Orlando International Air-
drives around for hours, 
following people -who only go 
to their cars to exchange 
books. He even tries to park 
ih a "No Parking" zone, but is 
tossed out by a ruthless UCF 
metermaid. Finally, in 
By the way, for those of you 
who want to submit your own 
films, the address for Flori~a 
schools is Department of 
Communications, University 
of Miamj, P.O. · Box 248127, 
Coral Gables, 33124. 
Milk & Honey let~ star live 
by Richard Truett the 12 songs on Milk and 
Future staff ·J Honey (Polydor)~ six are by 
,., Lennon and six are by his 
·I approached this album wife, Yoko Ono. 
with caution; it would be too The first single from the 
easy to say something nice album, ~'Nobody Told Me," is 
out of respect for John Len· already closing in on number 
non and be done with it. Of one. "Nobody" really cap-
r------------------------------------------------.r-----------~--~----------------------;;..;.;.;.;.. __ -i turestheessenceofLennon's 
Special $75.00 spirit on this record; that is, 
PLACE: PC 3 • ROOM 205 
DATE: FEB. 15 
TIME: 11:30am • 12:30pm 
SPONSORED -BY: WAYNE 
DENSCH . INC., WHOLESALER 
LIVE D.J. he is playful, witty and con-
CENTRAL FL MOBILE SOUND te~~er~it!.e u:~~e who. may 
We Paa°y All Types argue that, because of sound 
Of Music For 
Fraternities, Sororties, 
Wedding Receptions, Or Private Parties 
Ph: -671-4039 after Spm 















2238 Winter Woods Blvd. 
Winter Park, Florida 32792 
San Jose Exec. Center 
We reserve the right to ~eel any class for 
which there is insufficient enrollment. 
Call for details 
Days,Evenings,or Weekends 
678-8400 
quality, "Grow Old With Me" 
does iiot belong on the album. 
Obviously the song is not 
finished; it was recorded in 
Lennon's bedroom with just a 
piano and a rhythm box. One 
can see it had the potential to 
be another "Imagine." It of-
fers one a rare view into Len-
non's creative genius. 
Ono's fragile voice is gentle, 
yet effective; she really has 
some good things to say .. In 
her beautiful "Let Me Count 
The Ways," she sings, "Let 
me count the ways how I love 
you. It's like the gentle wind 
you feel at dawn. It's like the 
first sun that hits the morn-
ing dew. It's like the warm 
evening you read to me .... '' 
The message that comes 
across in this album is that 
once two people truly love 
each other, then they can be 
at peace with the world and 
with themselves. Lennon 
sings ''Good to be older, 
would not exchange a- sin.P-le 
day in a year. Good to be 
older ah hah, less complica-
tions everything clear'' 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i · "How to ace a test ft 
g by~ a phone call~' ft 
g February 14th is the big test Show that ft 
g
f.f special girl you're a sensitive, caring guy by Q 
sending the Heart-to-Heart TM Bouquet Merlin Olsen e 
from your FTD® Florist. Beautiful flowers Q 
Q ~~~~!t' in a decorator tin with a sachet heart. And it's usually ft 
ft ~ less than $22.50* i 
Q Call or visit your FTD Florist today. Because 
f.f Valentine's Day is one big test you don't want to flunk. 
ft Send your love with spe~ial • care.'" ft 
g ·==~-··~""'"""-~~:............. g 
'------------------------------------------------1'1C8=S::::~~~!J::1~C:~IJ::~l:lt~Ctl=:eat~R8egist~eO~t1,Sac1e~mar1t:::Ca~F~8sl~C~ansWOffSl"~: 
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Saban signs twenty-five 
David Hilston (left) and Darin Slack were two of the signees. 
by Mike Rhodes 
Sports editor 
The UCF football program 
Wednesday signed 25 
freshmen players to various 
kinds of scholarships and 
grant s . H ead coach Lou 
Saban announced the sign-
ings in a press conference held 
in t he a t hlet ics complex, 
flanked by four of t he signees. 
" We tried to concentrate on 
defensive-type players, " said 
Saban. Over half the players 
signed were defensive, with 
the most concentration in the 
area of defensive backs and 
linebackers. ~ 
Players present at the con-
ference were: 
® Brian Hamman, a 6-foot-
3-inch tall, 230 pound offen-
sive tackle from Lake 
Brantley High School. He 
was named Honorable Men-
tion All-State, All-Seminole 
County, All-Five-Star Con-
ference, Most Valuable Offen-
sive Lineman on team and 
was captain of the t eam. As a 
junior, Hamman weighed 195 
pounds; he has since gained 
35 pounds and has the poten-
t ial t o get much bigger. 
© David Hilston, a 6-foot-3-
inch, 230 pound center from 
Lakeland High School. 
Hilston was a first team All-
Polk County player and has 
the same potential for growth 
as Hamman. 
© Darin Slack, a 6-foot-2-
inch, 185 pound quarter~ack 
Men win third straight 
cruising by Panthers 
by Mike Rhodes 
Sports editor 
The. men's basketball team 
is heading into the final por-
tion of the regular season 
with a full head of steam 
behind a three-game win 
streak. In their latest win the 
Knights trounced visiting 
Florida Institute of 
Technology 66-46 Tuesday 
night in the UCF gym. 
Earlier in the season the 
Knights (9-12, 6-3) destroyed 
the Panthers (3-21, 0-9) 
109-63 in Melbourne. Tues-
day's game was not quite so 
pitiful for FIT. In fact the 
Knights looked as if they 
wanted to make sure FIT did 
not look bad at some points, 
missing many opportunities 
to put the Panthers away. 
half. The Knights were close 
behind with 19 total tur-
novers. Had either team con-
sistently converted turnovers 
into points the game m~y 
have been much more in-
teresting. 
The Knights controlled the 
opening tip-off but were 
unable to generate the type of 
offense typic;:al in their past 
two wins. The Panthers, 
although scoring the first 
points of the game, were 
equally poor, managing to 
score only 4 total points in the 
first 7 minutes of the game. 
The score at that point read 
10-4, in favor of UCF. 
Somewhere in the final 13 
. minutes of the first half both 
teams discovered their of-
fenses for a UCF halftime 
lead of 36-22. 
During the intermission 
several fans were heard ask-
ing where the NO-DOZ ven-
ding machine was located. 
for a UCF slump in which FIT 
closed the gap to a dangerous-
ly tight eight-point UCF lead, 
44-36, at the 11:35 mark, the 
UCF win was never in ques-
tion. 
The high point of the game 
came in the final five seconds 
when senior center Bruce Pr- , 
ingle took a Panther miscue 
downcourt for a not quite 
shattering two-handed slam 
dunk which brought the then 
sleepy crowd to life. The dunk 
was the final ~core of the 
evening. 
is a big catch for the Knights. 
An outstanding prospect 
from Apopka High School, 
Slack was recruited by Pitt-
sburgh, Georgia Tech, Florida. 
State, Vanderbil t and 
Louisville and several Divi-
sion I-AA team·s. When asked 
why he chose UCF, Slack 
said, "I can see it' s (the pro-
gram) on the way up.'' His 
honors include All-State third 
t eam, All-Five S t ar Con-
ference, County Offensive 
Player of the Year, Golden 
Helmet Award winner and a 
player of the week several 
times. 
© Joe Way:q.e, a 6-foot-3-
inch, 215 pound player who 
Intent, page 26 
The big story in the game 
was turnovers. Both teams · 
were adept in this field with 
FIT leading the charge with a 
total of 22 turnovers, 13 of 
which occurred in the first 
The second half carried on 
much the same way. Except 
Once again it was Dan 
Faison who led the Knights 
scoring, leading all scorers 
with 18 points and leading all 
rebounders for the game with 
14. Isaac McKinnon scored 16 
points for the Knights and 
had 10 rebounds. He was also 
honored before the game for 
his feat against Rollins by be-
ing awarded a jar of 
backboard glass and an 8xl 0 
picture of him posed with the Larry Gowins rejects a shot by Southern's Scott Knecht. 
FIT, page 27 
Tennis teams face tough times 
DeFranco is back after suspension. 
c 
0 
by Dan Russo 
Future sports 
UCF's men's and women's 
tennis tea.ms appear to be go-
ing in opposite directions this 
spring. The men are rolling 
right along with wins in t hree 
of their last five matches and 
the wemen are struggling 
with losses to Stetson and 
Rollins. 
'* The men's team, after 
~ dominating Florida Southern, 
~ 5-1, and Leham College, 
~ 6-0-a match in which Lenny 
~ Engle, Tony Snoeyenbos and 
C>. Paul Marshall won in straight 
sets, 6-0, 6-0, and Jeff Davis 
won, 6-0, 4-0-lost to Florida 
International University, 5-4, 
and Rollins, 5-1. 
The Knights played Florida 
International University 
without one of their top 
players, Mike DeFranco. 
DeFranco, ranked third in the 
country, was suspended 
be fo r e t h e m at ch fo r 
disciplinary reasons. 
Tennis coach Jay Williams 
said DeFranco was suspended 
because of a lack of team at-
titude and said he thought 
the suspension would be best 
for the team and DeFranco. 
Williams said the suspen-
sion was the best thing to 
happen to the team. He said 
the players have a much 
stronger attitude and desire 
to play no~ and he added that 
they also showed a lot of 
character during DeFranco 's 
absence. · 
The suspension must have 
been what DeFranco needed 
because in UCF's 8-1 win over 
Florida I ns t itu t.e o f 
Technology, Feb. 1, he not on-
ly won his singles and doubles 
matches, but defeated FIT 's 
top player, Khalid Outaleb, 
ranked in the top 10 national-· 
ly in both matches. 
Play is going well for the 
men's team, according to 
Williams, and if it is to con-
tinue, Williams. said he will 
need wins out of DeFranco. 
DeFranco is not the only 
Knight playing well this 
season, however. 
· Jeff Davis is 7-0 in his 
singles matches and is UCF's 
Tennis, page 27 
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played both offense and 
defense at Colonial High 
School. · 
"We're trying to build a 
and athletic quality. "Winn-
ing is the result of a lot of 
hard work," said Saban. If 
the amount of work he and his 
solid program. It's been a dif- staff put into this year's 
ficult time building a founda- recruiting drive, then the 
ti on," Saban said. He stress- 1984 Knights football team 
ed that the most important should be one to watch. 
thing he was looking for were 
players who could add depth 
to the team, "depth wl:rlch we Foskett 
~ honored 
don't have," he added. 
Saban and his staff started · 
--------- · with 176 prospects and said tomorrow 
the thing they looked most 
for .was academic soundness 
Good friends will give you a break 
· when you're b oke. · 
The UCF baseball team will 
play a pre-season game 
against Flagler College at the · 
UCF Baseball Complex 
tomorrow at 1:00 p.m. The 
game will be played in honor 
of Tim Foskett, the Knights 
second All-American baseball 
player who graduated last 
year. In his senior year 
Foskett had u .444 batting 
average. 
The dinner was sensational. So was the 
check. The problem is, the theater tickets that 
you insisted on buying broke your whole 
budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the 
time the coffee arrived. 
~-;.~ A nudge under the table and a certain 
destitute loo~ in the eye were enough to 
produce the spontaneous loan only a 
good friend is ready to make. 
How do you repay him? First 
the cash, then the only qeer equal 
to his generosity: Lowenbrau. 
Lowenbrau.Here's to good friends. 
'c, 1984 Beer BrewerJ in US A by Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee WI 
.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~~,.,,,,,,~,,,~,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,C'I,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,~,,.~, •• ,. 
Send now 
for the only 
book on crime 
ever written 
by a dog! 







Crime Prevention Coalition 
Box 6600 
Rockville ,l'Jd. 20850 










Excuses help no one 
Especially lhe d1sadvan: · 
raged Bui 1obs are good 
for everyone Including you 
So hire someone whos 
never been given a chance 
Your local Private Industry 
Council. aided by lhe 
National Alliance of 
Business can help .Call 
toll lree 800-424-5404. 
~B5t"=~ It makes goOdbu-Siness -se~se. 
• 
. 
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Tennis~------------------~frompage~ 
only undefeated player. Len- Alth~>Ug~ ~~ey are not play- well below .500 and Williams 
ny Engle is also playing well. 
Williams said Engle is ing well, Williams said the · said he hopes, ~ue to the ~x-
guiding the. team and "by far, lopsided losses were a bit 
deceiving because the women tensive training program the 
leading the team spirit-wise." d are playing much better than women's team un erwent 
Williams said he has made last year. Last year the during this past fall, that the 
only a few minor adjustments women finished the season team can have a .500 season. 
in the team so far this season. 
He said he has switched his 
doubles lineup ·with Dave 
Chafe now paired with Jeff 
Davis and Tony Snoeyenbos 
teamed up with Scott Ather-
ton. Williams said the switch 
has worked well. 




Greg Brown draws a charging foul from FIT' s Gary Phillips. 
On Tuesday, UCF (4-4, 1-2) 
took ·on Rollins College. 
Before the match, Williams 
said the team was "keyed up" 
for the Rollins match. The 
Knights have not defeated 
Rollins in four years. 
Williams said the team had 
even gone as far as to chant, 
"Rollins, Rollins," as they did 
their running exercises each 
day during practice before the 
match, but it was all for 
naught. Mike DeFranco was 
the only Knight to chalk up a 
win, a straight set victory of 
6-2, 6-2. 
The women's team has not 
FIT------------- from page 25 enjoyed the success the men 11-----------~---------------& 
shattered backboard. Pat of Tampa, Biscayne/St. 
Moffet led FIT' s scoring with Thomas, and Eckerd College, 
14 points. all of which are at home. 
have this season. The women 
were overpowered by Stetson, 
9-0, on Jan. 24, and by 
Rollins, also 9-0, Jan. 26. 
Last . Friday the Knights 
scored an important victory 
over Florida Southern at 
.UCF, in a narrow 66-62 win. 
The game decided who would 
be in sole possession of first 
place in the Sunshine State 
Conference. -
Tonight the Knights take 
on St. Leo in St. Leo. The 
Monarchs surprised the . 
Knights earlier in the season ' 
winning in the final seconds , 
of tht;! game, 62-60. Next week ·. 
the Knights face a three game 
week ag~st the University 
- PUZZLE 
Answer from page 
0 M D w a R H L L 
G M D D w T A L T 
G M R E N R y I A 
s( K E L L y S)M s 
N R s A T A w c N 
E a E G 0 p H N E 
G w u F E B u T N 
E I a N 0 D R H R 
H u A L R T c E H 
K u M 0 L E p u B 
For truly great potato skins and nachos, 
there is only one restaurant ... KELLY'S. 
And to prove ·it, we'll bring your table a 
FREE Kelly's Giant Nacho Platter as an 
appetizer with any food order. 
Just clip out this Puzzle answer and 
present it to your smiling waitress. We'll 
take care of the rest. 
Still puzzled? There's a KELL Y'S near you. 
The most UNIQUE & UNFORGETABLE gift idea /;VER! Imagine 
the THRILL of opening this BEAUTIFUL 11 x 81/2 Hard Cover 
book & SURPRISE/ 
The 11 x 14 LAYOUT is . .. YOU! 
, Let your Imagination run wild & Impress that special someone with a 
memory that will last a lifetime. Perfect for ANY OCCASION, 
Holidays, Birthdays, Weddings, Anniversaries, etc. Leather texture 
_cover, Red & Gold script imprint, comes complete with dedication & 
statistic sheet & of course YOU as the MAIN ATTRACTION. 
ABSOLUTELY BEAUTIFUL/ Send Negative, Slide or Photo. How 
do You want to IMPRESS Someone? 
This book is a special collectors edition and cannot be purchased in · 
Any store . 
Mail Today - Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
YES! I want to be a Centerfold girl or guy. Please RUSH "My Personal Centerfold'"" for the low price of only 
$29.95 and $3_50 shipping and handling. Florida residents add 5% sales tax . 
Check Cover Color: 
For more than one order. please specify 
cover color for each photo . 
D Black Price Each 
0 Red 
0 White 
FL res. 5% tax 
Shipping Each 




Susanne & Co. Productio~s 
P.O. Box 7 Maitland, Florida 32751 
$ 
Acct. No. - ------ - - - • 
Pfmw print Al.L d191u nJ ocrr • 
Card expires C:=J CJ 
mo. yr. 
0 Check 0 Visa 
0 Money order 0 Mastercard 
NO C.0.D. 
It is our policy to satisfy you . Therefore we 
suggest you send a negative or 111/de. Photos 
acceptable. Disc camera negatives will NOT 
reproduce. 




State -----..,-------- ------ Zip Code __ _ 
Signature-------'---- - - -----------
Negative. slide or photo If undf:r 18 o pore:nl or 9t1Crdt0n must Sign Please make it clear to your 
photographer. should you go to a 
studio . that you need the negative . 
returned with order. Please allow 
4-6 weeks delivery . Copyright ~ 198l 
Mail Today· Satisfaction Guaranteed Information: 1-305-629-5516 
~~a::J~~o.=:~~~~~~~~:::.-:~=--------------------------------
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Write · a story 




Be part of a 
great team. 
For. more informa· 
tion, cont~ct Mike 
Rhodes at_275··2601 









• Finger Food 
• Free Peanuts 
& Popcorn 
e.Mexlcan Menu 
Burritos! Chimichangas! Taco Salad! 
Fried Mex-A-Skins! - -
GREAT TDIES! 
•Happy Hour Mon.-Sat. 11AM-7PM 
Sun.-Thurs. 10PM-Cloae 
• Sports on larg•screen Televlslon 
"The Goodtlme Meetlns Place" 
2901 East Colonial Drive 
East of Colonial Plaza 
894-9705 
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The women's contest featured a disappointing field of 5 . . 
contest provides an alfernative 
by Scott Gunn~rson 
Future sports 
On Tuesday night, during · 
the halftime of the UCF-
Florida Institute of 
Technology game, Recrea-
tional Services held their In-
tramural Free ·Throw 
Shootout. With seven perfect 
shots, William Smith cap-
tured the men's sudden death 
competition. On the women's 
side, Patty Henning made 
three shots before missing her 
fourth to win the double 
elimination contest. 
- Doug DeMichele and Mike 
Pavick both missed their first 
shots and were the first to fall 
in the men's final. In the 
qualifying round DeMichele · 
made 24 out of 25 shots to 
make it in to the halftime 
finale. Then Scott Hodge, 
who qualified by making 22 
out of 25 shots, missed on his 
second shot. 
Jim Davidson's fourth shot 
rolled around the rim and 
then rolled out to eliminate 
the former Moore Haven 
High player. . 
William Salamone and 
William Smith were left to 
battle for the title. They both 
qualified by making 23 out of 
25 and made numbers four, 
five and six. But then 
Salamone missed his seventh 
shot to give Smith the 1984 
IM Men's Free Throw 
Shootout. Over 75 men com-
peted in · the qualifying 
rounds. 
Only five women showed up 
College Park Florist 
Serving Since 1952 
Flowers for All Ocassions 
Valentine's Day Special.:. 
· 20 % DISCOUNT with STUDENT I.D. 
Cash & Carry 423~5771 
2118 Edgewat.er I>,r. 
WORK· PART TIME 
FULL TIME. ~ ANY TIM.E 
. . . '· ' .. 
We've been custom-ma~ing jobs to fit 
people's needs since 1946. We'll match·just 
the right temporary assignment to your 
skills whether you want to work 40 hours a 
week, or just 4. There's never a fee. Just stop 
by Personnel Pool. and we'll get to work on 
your custom-made job. 
If you're looking for temporary or short-
term work ... let us take the blues out of your 
Monday morningf 
Week-end Work Also 
Call Kit Mon.-Fri. 
843-4906 
Temporary help since 1946. 
Personnel Pool@ 
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
in the qualifying rounds, all of 
which were invited to the 
halftime finale; four showed 
up for the final. The women 
were given two misses before 
they were eliminated. · 
Marita Rodriguez, who hit 
11 out 25 to qualify, missed 
her first two shots. Stephanie 
Blake made. her first two 
shots but then missed the 
next two. 
.. Connie Armstrong, who 
played volleyball for UCF, 
qualifi.ed with a 20-25 mark 
missed her first shot. But 
Armstrong turned around to 
challenge Patty Henning by 
making her next two shots. 
Henning missed her fourth 
shot, .leaving the door open 
for Armstrong to make her 
fourth shot and go into the 
fifth round with a tie. But 
Armstrong missed her second 
shot, giving Henning the 
women's title. Henning made 
19 out of 25 in the qualifying 
round. 
Loren Knutson, director of 
recreational services, said he 
thought the IM Free Throw 
Shootout went well. "Next 
year we would like to get 
more of the women involved,'' 
Knutson said, "Apparently 
they were a little nervous 
about coming out and perfor-· 
ming before the crowd 
tonight. I would like to have 
3ff or 40 come out next year." 
The next Recreational Ser-
vices event like this will be 
the home run contest in late 
March or early April. 
During one week - of the 
baseball season, the qualify-
ing round will be held while 
the intramural games are tak-
- ing place. Each person will 
get five swings, from the pit-
cher of his or her choice, and 
the six best men and women 
will go on to compete in the 





Keep up your 
family's health. 
• 
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Sports · B·riefs 
Entries are now being ac-
cepted for this year 's In-
tramural Doubles Racquet-
ball Tournament which will 
be held Feb. 17-18 on the UCF 
courts. There will he-separate 
competition for men's A and 
B divisions, women's and 
mixed doubles teams. Sign up 
by Feb. 15 at the Recreational 
Services office. · 
Keuhler 21-15, 21-7 to capture with the women's champion-
the men 's A singles cham- ship. 
pionships last weekend in the • • • 
Intramural Racquetball Tour-
••• Rick Taylor edged Steve 
nament. Jim Mauk came from Intramural Softball is 
behind to overcome Bob slated to begin Feb. 27. To 
Robert, 13-15, 15-3, 15-4, to compete in the league, 
take the men's B title. Denise registration forms must be 
Garrison had little trouble completed by Feb. 21. Entry 
disposing all opposition in- forms may be picked up at RS 
eluding a 15-0, 15-1 blitz of 101. For more information 
Linda Collins to walk away call Rec. Services at 275-2408. 
David Murray (15) has not appeared to be troubled by the 
injury. 
Sunshine State Conference Standings 
Men Women 
Tampa 8-1 16-6 
St. Leo 6-3 12-9 UCF 
UCF 6-3 9-12 Tampa 
Rollins 4-4 11-9 Fla. Southern 
Biscayne/St. Thomas 4-4 8-12 Rollins 
Fla. Southern 4-4 8-13 St. Leo 
Eckerd 2-6 10-9 Eckerd 
FIT 0-9 3-18 







The Future newspaper is currentfy accepting applications from students for the 
positions of Editor in Chief .and Business Manager. Application deadline is Feb. 20. 







Duties: Overall responsibili ty fo'r publication and management of weekly cam-
pus newsoaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and super-
vises staff of student writers and editors . ~ersees. newspaper 's business 
manager and business department, and serves as a member of the university's 
Board of Publications. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average, be 
at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In addi-
tion, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in 
reporting, editing and communication law. 
Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus 
newspaper, including advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, payroll and 
circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production, and staff of student 
salespersons. Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and serves as a member 
of the university's Board of Publications: Receives 1 percent sales commission in 
addition to salary. 
Application: Applications are available in the Future 's business office, phone 
275-2865. Completed applications must be receivPcl by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be con-
sidered. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0.grade point average, be 
at least a second semester freshman and .be at least a part-time student. In addi-
tion, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in 
business management. 
Application: Applications are available in the Fu~ure 's business office, phone 
275; .ft865. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be con-
sider · 
The Council of Business Organizations 
presents its annual 
Career Day 84 
Thursday, F'ebruary 16,1984 
l l:OOam· to 3:00pm 
. HoUTard ·Phillips Hall 







Business c.lasses will be 
. . 
cancelled from 11:00 to 3:00 
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DEPOSIT 
Te ll your parents about the peace of mind of Direct 
Deposit. Have them ask for it where they now deposit their 
Government checks. · 
SfifVino the Illustrator, Designer, Fine Arti st, Photographer, 
Draftsm~n. Architect, Engineer, Callig.rapher, and Sign Painter 
STUDENT DISCOU~T.l 
731 ORIENTA PLAZA · 331 5554 
AL TA.MONTE SPRINGS • 
·one biock South of 436 on Maitland Ave. 
~ccccccccccccccccccc6ccccccccccccccc~ 
\ F 0 0 D -& S P i R I T S 
UCF NIGHT 
lbGK 
.WHAT YOU CAN GET 
FOR YOUR FRIENDS 
WITH-YOUR .UCF l.D. 
Every Wed. Night 9·1Closing 
* 2 for 1 cocktails 




Friday 2 .for 1 
Saturday 3 for 1 
10-Close 
- 10-11 
Orlando Fashion Square Mall 
898-6041 
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Coming March 30 ... 
Make our day, 
Read the Futile 
We've designed our whole 
company around what you need, 













Earn while you learn, 
work where a·nd 
. when you want. 
•Accounting 
•Clerical 








... or else 
THE OLD 
BODIE PLANTATION 
. IS SENDING 
MORE AND MORE 
PEOPLE INTO 
DIFFERENT FIELDS. 
In 1864, the Bodie Plantation 
was sending blacks into the cot-
ton fields. Today, as the site of 
a United Negro College Fund 
member school, it's sending 
blacks into different fields-like 
business, medicine, the arts. 
By giving to UNCF, you help 
41 private, predominately black 
colleges and universities. And 
thousands of students who will 
be able to provide essential 
services when you need them. 
Send your check to the United 
Negro College Fund, Box K, 500 E. 
62ndSt., N.Y.,N.Y.10021. Help send 
more people into different fields. 
GIVETOTBE · 
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND. 
A MIND IS A TEUIBLE THING 
A Pobno s ... ~~''" ~'I 
& The Advert ising Council (.{)UlCJ 
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USFL report 
Ryerson to wait for NFL draft 
by Mike Rhodes 
Sports editor 
Scott Ryerson, the first 
player ever to be drafted from 
the UCF football program, is 
waiting for the National Foot-
ball League draft on May 1 
before he commits himself to 
a career as a United States 
Football League player. 
The Tampa Bay Bandits of 
the USFL drafted UCF's 
record breaking placekicker in 
the 17th round in early 
January. 
In an interview with the 
Future Tuesday, Ryerson 
said representatives of the 
NFV s Atlanta Falcons, Los 
Angeles Raiders, Washington 
Redskins and Philadelphia 
Eagles have all expressed in-
terest. An Eagles scout 
visited Ryerson Jan. 31 and 
watched him kick. 
couraging so far. I'm pretty 
optimistic about it." 
Ryerson's 54 yard field goal 
at the Tangerine Bowl in 1981 
is still a stadium record. He 
ended his college football 
career as the all-time points 
leader with 150. 
If Ryerson is not drafted 
by, or does not make an NFL 
team, he will still have the op-
tion of joining the Bandits 
next season. 
••• 
The New Jersey Generals 
tions for 56 yards and 1 
touchdown and Tom McCon-
naughey had 2 for 37 yards • 
and another touchdown. 
Ex-Tampa Bay Bue 
quarterback Doug Williams 
led the Outlaws completing 7 
of 15 passes for 59 yards and 
1 touchdown. 
••• 
The Generals cut their 
roster to 70 players Wednes-
day and have to cut to 58 by 
Monday. UCF's own Dan 
Burke remains a General 
following the Wednesday cut. 
The last cut of the season is 
. scheduled for Feb. 19. 
Generals sources said that 
they did not expect any major 
name players to be cut. 
The Generals fullback Dwight Sullivan runs through a play. 
When asked about his 
chances with the NFL, Ryer-
son said "It's been very en-
took on the Oklahoma 
Outlaws in a scrimmage last 
weekend in Tampa. Quarter-
back Jeff Knapple led the 
Generals completing 6 of 9 
passes for 132 yards and 2 
touchdowns. Rod Pegues led 
the Generals in rushing with 5 
carries for 45 yards, and Alon-
zo Patterson rushed 7 times 
for 39 yards. Herschel Walker 
saw little action carrying only 
2 times for 8 yards. In receiv-
ing, Eugene Byrd had 3 recep-
All-Pro cornerback Monte 
Jackson who left the Generals 
two weeks ago may still 
return to the team according 
to team management; if he 
does return he must be in the 




by Peter Clapham 
Future sports 
Due to the large turnout in 
fall semester and the recent 
delivery of two new shells, 
several openings exist for cox-
wains on ho.th men's and 
women's crews. If you are ag-
gressive but seem too small to 
play other sports, this is your 
opportunity to be a key par-
ticipant in a sport that has 
represented UCF in national 
competition for the last 10 
years. 
Like the captain of a ship, 
the coxwain plays the impor-
tant role of strategist , 
steersman and coach, upon 
whose performance often 
hinges the outcome of the 
race. Aggressive coxwains, 
by knowing their crews and 
· cajoling the utn:iost from 
them are as vital as any rower 
in the boat. 
Both men and women who 
weigh in the neighborhood of 
120 pounds or less and like to 
be on the water are encourag-
ed to contact Coach Dennis 
Kamrad in the Department of 
Liberal Studies in ADM 37 4 
or telephone 275-2351 for 
more information. 
This is an ideal opportunity 
to travel, make new friends 
and play an important part in 
a rapidly devefoping sport at 
UCF. 
Take stock in America 
U.S. Savings 
Bonds. 'Cause 
a country can't 
live on 
love alone. 
l The Goldfish: Pucker up ·and ~,<I· make like a goldfish. Repeat 
10 times in bathtub . 
2.... The Mickey Mouth: Tuck your t . -~ . lower lip inward and say cheese. 
How to be a better kisser. 
4~ 
Lip Ups: 
This exercise .._ 
will help you . 
keep a stiff upper ..... :·., 
·lip through those ex-.. ~, .. , ~ 
hausting kissing sessions> 
3 For advanced kissers only: Run 10 Smiles: ·!J Go from smiling to 
. smooching 10 times real 
fast. Be careful! You 
could get liplash. 
Stretch your upper left lip up as 
far as it goes. Repeat with right lip. 
KISSIN' CLOSE ·UP® GAMES ~;~eri;~~~;e~~~~~ y~~t~~i~~~~ t;~-
-------------------- the variety of events at the annuaJ 
Kissin' Close·up Games. Your kisses could win smackers fo r Easte r Seals, and win you a trip to Hollywood, 
an all·expense paid "Night on the Town," and an appearance on the local Easter Seals Telethon. Even if 
your lips want to sit this contest out, come down and watch. The Kissin' Close,.up Games is being held 
around Valentine's Day (when else?) at Park Avenue Night Club, 2 / 12 , 8:00 pm. Sponsored 
by Close-up® Toothpaste. · 
• 
GIVE DAD A BREAK 
. ·Save Him $9,000 
Live In A· New Townhome 
FOr Him 
. ff's Really True~ 
. when your dad buys a new townhome ~ 
and you live in -it he will save $2,450 on 
'the down payment . plus the first years tax . 
write-off -of up to $4,700 
Plus a $2,300 Saviilgs 
. . 
we will pay all closing costs during our 
preconstruction sale from now through · 
February 29. * 
Dad Only Needs $2,495 
down ·payment to buy a $49, 900 2 
bedroom 2 1/2 bath townhome including 
dishwashe·r, range, microwave,' 
refrigerator, washer, dryer, and more. 
Phone Home . 
Dad really can save money with yOur 
help. We can help you show him how. 
Tell dad to call us today or come qy this 
week. 









* Limited to 3 total loan points 
Call John or Dave 
(305) 273-0990 
Advantage Developement Corp. 
. " 
-. 
